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INTRODUCTION 
 
A manuscript facsimile presented itself to me in the Special Collections area of the Leiden 
University Library. It was the Peterborough Psalter.1 Whilst immersed in the contents of the 
Psalter one thing stopped me from flipping another page: the bestiary. The only animal to be 
printed in colour in the Psalter was the lion; the other animals were copied in black and white. 
The lion was the expressional eye-catcher. It was illuminated with gold leaf and bright 
colours. I wanted to know more about these animals and why they were bundled. Who created 
these bestiaries and why? Hence the current thesis on the bestiary.  
 
My primary concern is if the content and decorative appearance of the bestiary correlates to 
the socioeconomic class of the maker and/or owner of the bestiary. To answer this question I 
will explore the cultural and historical content of the bestiary. My thesis statement declares 
that medieval bestiaries have changed textually and decoratively in accordance to the 
medieval socioeconomic class of their creators and owners. To research this, three social 
classes of creators and commissioners of bestiaries are studied. First members of the clergy, 
and their relationship with the bestiary will be discussed. Followed by the members of the 
nobility’s (which includes members of royalty and nobility) connection with the bestiary and 
lastly the relationship between the bestiary and members of the middle classes2 (which 
includes merchants, artisans, and students) will be looked at. 
The three divisions have been chosen to describe the bestiary’s alterations in 
accordance to the reading population. These three classes have different relationships to 
reading and writing. The clergy have had a longstanding relationship with reading and writing 
just as the nobility, but for the middle classes the ability to read and write was not customary 
during the medieval period3. As there are various affiliations to reading and writing in these 
three classes, the decorative features of the bestiary, such as altered texts and/or illuminations 
could be different according to the socioeconomic class that composed and commissioned 
them. 
                                                       
1 Cambridge, Corpus Cristi College Library, MS 53. 
2 The middle classes consist of non-clerical, non-noble and non-peasant people. These were merchants, artisans, 
and students. 
A. Dronzek. ‘Manners, models, and morals: Gender, status, and codes of conduct among the middle classes of 
late medieval England’, ProQuest UMI Dissertations Publishing, 2001. 
3 Medieval period: c. 476 - c. 1475 CE. From the fall of the Roman empire until English Renaissance. 
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 To aid the research, multiple researchers’ views on the bestiary are employed. Debra 
Hassig, a former Fellow at the University of Edinburgh,4 has written two works about the 
bestiary beasts and the stories they tell.5 Her first book, Medieval Bestiaries: Text, Image, 
Ideology is centred upon the Christian morals the animals portray in the bestiary. The first and 
introductory chapter of this thesis discusses the origin of the Christian morals in the 
Physiologus. Other analysts, such as Richard Barber6 and Willene B. Clark7 have both 
translated and researched medieval bestiaries. Medievalist Richard Barber, translated the MS 
Bodley 7648, a bestiary written in between 1225 - 1250. Alongside the views of others, new 
research will be performed by looking at the text and/or appearance of eighty-five 
manuscripts, which can be seen in a database in the Appendix. These eighty-five manuscripts 
are, partially or entirely, available online or at the Leiden University Library. 
In search for the affirmation of the thesis statement, the first point of chapter two will 
be to look at the authors of the bestiary and their classes. By showing the bestiary author of a 
particular class, the differences between the compositions of texts are revealed. The various 
bestiary authors could change either the original Physiologus and/or other bestiary 
compositions to create their own bestiary by adding or omitting animals from the scripture, 
resulting in new and unique bestiaries. Chapter three discusses the decorative features of the 
bestiary. The aim of the chapter is to answer whether the decorative features of the bestiary 
change when they first belonged to a particular class. The chapter will discuss whether the 
nobility are more luxurious then the middle classes’. In addition, it is questioned whether the 
clergy’s manuscripts are highly decorated or not. The answers to these questions aid in 
confirming the thesis statement by understanding how the bestiary changes its textual and 
decorative appearance.  
To understand the bestiary’s decorative changes, it is important to start with a brief 
background of the bestiary and its predecessor the Physiologus. 
 
 
 
                                                       
4 ‘Register of Former Fellows: List’, The Univeristy of Edinburgh, <http://www.iash.ed.ac.uk/fellows/former-
fellows/register-of-former-fellows-list/> (20 June 2015). 
5 D. Hassig, The Mark of the Beast: the Medieval Bestiary in Art, Life, and Literature (New York: Garland, 
1999).  
D. Hassig, Medieval Bestiaries: Text, Image, Ideology (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1995). 
6 R. Barber, Bestiary, MS Bodley 764 (Woolbridge: The Boydell Press, 1992).  
7 W.B. Clark, A Book of Beasts: The Second-Family Bestiary (Woolbridge: The Boydell Press, 2006). 
8 Oxford, Bodleian Library, MS Bodley 764. 
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CHAPTER ONE 
The bestiary, a short introduction 
 
Introduction to the bestiary 
A bestiary is more than just a book with animal portrayals; the texts explain what is seen in 
the illustration and why that particular beast is important. The OED (Oxford English 
Dictionary) states that a bestiary is ‘[a] treatise on beasts: applied to the moralizing treatises 
written during the Middle Ages.’9 Richard Barber confirms this description in his translation 
of the MS Bodley 764.10 He specifies that ‘the bestiary is an account of the natural world’ and 
that God has created animals for ‘the edification and instruction of sinful man…each creature 
is therefore a kind of moral entity, bearing a message for the human reader.’11 In other words, 
a bestiary is a collective work of illustrated animals, which through images and scripture 
explain their importance in morals. Just as with Bible scriptures, the animals were associated 
with certain Christian morals. They were meant to educate the reader in the virtues and vices 
of animals and humans alike. 
These images were drawn or painted on vellum (animal skin). The illustrations could 
be filled with colour and gold, or be drawn in the same colour as the text.12 They could be 
framed, dividing the text, or be inserted in an initial, making it a historiated initial.13 The 
animal miniatures in the bestiaries were copied from other manuscripts. Since seeing these 
animals in person was not possible for every scribe, they drew their inspirations from others. 
Some clerical manuscripts were loaned to other churches, thus some manuscripts may look 
similar to one another. An example is seen in the animal illuminations in the Ashmole 
bestiary14 and the Aberdeen bestiary,15 shown in figure 2 and 3 below. 
 
                                                       
9 ‘bestiary’, Oxford English Dictionary, <www.oed.com> (27 May 2013). 
10 R. Barber, Bestiary, MS Bodley 764 (Woodbridge: The Boydell Press, 1992), pp. 7-8. 
11 Ibid. p. 7. 
12 R. Clemens & T. Graham, Introduction to Manuscript Studies (Ithaca/London: Cornell University Press, 
2007). 
13 Ibid. p. 27. 
14 Oxford, Bodliean Library, MS Ashmole 1511. 
15 Aberdeen, Aberdeen University Library MS 24. 
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Fig. 2. Tiger, Oxford, The Bodleian Library MS Ashmole MS 1511. fol. 12v. 
Fig. 3. Tiger, Aberdeen, Aberdeen University Library, MS 24. fol. 8r. 
 
It must also be said that an author of a bestiary is different from the scribe of a bestiary 
manuscript. Where an author creates a new bestiary, a scribe copies the bestiary from an 
existing manuscript (the exemplar) and copies from other manuscripts.16 An illuminator may 
copy or change existing images, or he can create new ones.17 
 Alongside the illuminations in a bestiary, the text that surrounds the illustrations helps 
explain the morals of the beasts. Few people were literate in the medieval period. By using 
both the written word and visual art, the bestiary could reach a wider public. Bestiaries had all 
kinds of owners. They could have belonged to wealthy church members as well as royalty. An 
example of a bestiary owned by a queen is the Queen Mary Psalter.18 The bestiary’s lavish 
interior is due to the fact that the manuscript’s primary owner, Isabella of France (1295 - 
1358) Queen of England, was a wealthy noble and could therefore afford a brightly coloured 
manuscript. 
A manuscript was an expensive commodity and not all members of medieval society 
were able to afford it. Using colour pigments and gold in a manuscript would make the 
manuscript more costly.19 The quality of the vellum should also be considered, for an 
immaculate piece of vellum would cost more than one with flaws.20 Next to the colour 
pigments and vellum, the style of writing could add to the costs. An untidy handwriting could 
imply that the scribe was less skilled and therefore cheaper than a highly skilled scribe.21 In 
                                                       
16 R. Clemens & T. Graham, Introduction to Manuscript Studies (Ithaca/London: Cornell University Press, 
2007), p. 22. 
17 Ibid. pp. 30-34. 
18 London, British Library, MS Royal 2 B VII. 
19 R. Clemens & T. Graham, Introduction to Manuscript Studies (Ithaca/London: Cornell University Press. 
2007), p. 31. 
20 Ibid. pp. 12-13. 
21 Ibid. pp. 22-23. 
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short, the more beautiful or flamboyant a bestiary, the more expensive the work had to have 
been. 
 
The Physiologus 
Before the first bestiary appeared, there was another text that explained Christian morals 
through text and image, the Physiologus and the bestiary’s ancestor. This text is highly 
important, for it is the model for the first bestiaries. In his introduction of his English 
translation of the (Greek) Physiologus - A Medieval Book of Nature Lore,22 Michael J Curley, 
a professor emeritus of English at the University of Puget Sound, mentions that the reason for 
the Physiologus’ popularity in the medieval period was because it was easy to understand.23 
He states that it was popular since the reader could decide what the story meant. For example, 
the tale about a ‘sly’ fox could be read just like a story, with the moral that one should be 
wary when it comes to trusting someone. But the fox could also be a representation of the 
Devil, who lurks at every corner to seduce and lure everyone to hell.  
The Physiologus is made up out of different legends and folktales. According to 
Curley, the stories began as Egyptian, Hebrew and Indian legends that passed to Roman and 
Greek poetry, art, and folklore.24 Curley argues that authors such as Pliny the Elder and 
Claudius Aelianus (Aelian) passed these legends and folklores down to the Christian world. 
The anonymous author of the first Physiologus wrote forty to forty-eight chapters about 
animals and their Christian morals.25 A family tree of the bestiary’s and Physiologus’ history 
is seen in figure 4. Here T.H. White has made an overview of the influential people and books 
involved in shaping the Physiologus and bestiary.  
                                                       
22 M.J. Curley, Physiologus – A Medieval Book of Nature Lore (London: University of Chicago,  
1979). 
23 Ibid. p. ix. 
24 Ibid. p. ix.  
25 T.H. White, The Bestiary – A Book of Beasts (New York: G.P. Putnam’s Sons, 1954). 
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Fig. 4. The family tree seen in T.H. White’s The Bestiary – A Book of Beasts, (New York: G.P. 
Putnam’s Sons, 1954), p. 31. 
 
Bestiary divisions 
As the first bestiary was modelled on the Physiologus, it does not mean that the following 
bestiaries would look the same. Authors chose to add or omit certain stories, to form their 
own bestiary.26 Among the different bestiaries manuscripts there might be similarities as well. 
They might use the same combination of stories from previous authors; have the exact same 
author; or have been made in the same country. The two countries that manufactured most 
bestiaries were England and France. The division of bestiaries are the Latin and French 
bestiaries. The Latin Bestiaries, written in Latin, are grouped into families of bestiaries that 
resemble each other in the combination of stories. The French bestiaries, written in French, on 
the other hand, are grouped according to their authors.27  
 
 
 
 
 
                                                       
26 Ibid. p. 32. 
27 F. McColloch, Mediaeval Latin and French bestiaries, (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 
1962). 
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Latin bestiary families 
The first to divide the English bestiaries into four different families was medievalist M.R. 
James in 1928.28 Table 1.1 gives an overview of the four different Latin bestiary families and 
their characteristics. 
 
Table 1.1 Latin bestiary families. 
Latin bestiary 
families 
Includes these texts Century Example 
B-Is Version: B-Version of the Physiologus and 
each chapter ends with a quote from Isidore de 
Seville’s Etymologia. 
CCCC MS 22  
 
H Version: Follows book II of Hugo of St. 
Victor’s de Bestiis et aliis rebus. 
Lat. 2495  
 
First Family 
Transitional Version: combination of both the B-
Is version and H Version 
10 - 13th 
Century. 
British Library, Royal 
MS 12 C XIX  
Second Family B-Is Version with double the amount of chapters 
from Ambrose, Isidore and Rabanus Maurs. 
12 - 16th 
Century 
MS Bodley 764  
Third Family Even more chapters than the Second Family 
Version, taking chapters from Isidore and 
introducing extracts from Bernard Silvestris 
13th 
Century 
Fitzwilliam Museum 
MS 254 
Fourth Family A single manuscript which includes extracts from 
De proprietatibus rerum by Bartholomaeus 
Anglicus and Isidore’s Etymologiae 
15th 
Century 
Cambridge University 
Library, MS Gg. 6.5 
 
French bestiary authors 
Where the English bestiaries are divided into families, the bestiary’s authors divide the French 
ones. As mentioned before, the author of a bestiary creates a new bestiary, and a scribe copies 
the bestiary from an existing manuscript. Table 1.2 below shows the three author divisions 
between Phillipe de Thaon, Guillaume le Clerc, and Pierre de Beauvais and how they differ. 
 
Table 1.2 French bestiary author divisions. 
Author Texts Century Example 
Phillipe de 
Thaon 
Anglo-Norman poet wrote his bestiaire early 12th 
Century. Extracts from the Physiologus and Isidore 
de Seville’s Etymologiae. Translated a Latin First 
Family bestiary into his versed bestiaire. 
12 - 14th 
Century 
Kongelige Bibliotek, 
Gl. Kgl. S. 3466 8˚ 
Guillaume le 
Clerc 
Normal clerc, wrote his bestiaire around 1210. Each 
chapter included allegorical details, for he wanted 
his readers to learn from his work.  
13 - 15th 
Century 
Egerton MS 613 
Pierre de 
Beauvais 
Wrote his bestiaire in the French Picard dialect 
before 1218. Used the Physiologus as an example. 
13 - 15th 
Century 
Bibliotèque Nationale 
de France, fr. 3516. 
 
 
                                                       
28 M.R. James, The Bestiary: Being A Reproduction in Full of Ms. Ii 4. 26 in the University Library, Cambridge, 
with supplementary plates from other manuscripts of English origin, and a preliminary study of the Latin 
bestiary as current in England, (Oxford: Roxburghe Club, 1928). 
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Other bestiaries 
The authors seen in tables 1.1 and 1.2 used Christian morals at the heart of their stories. 
Another type of bestiary orienting around different morals is the bestiary of love, the bestiaire 
d’amour. The author, Richard de Fournival wrote his bestiaire d’amour at the beginning of 
the thirteenth century.29 In his bestiaire d’amour the animals also portray morals, but on this 
account the animals represent courtly love morals. Chapter two explains Richard de Fournival 
and his bestiary of love further. 
 Other, post-medieval bestiaries include Leonardo da Vinci’s bestiary30; the French 
painter Henri-Toulouse Lautrec’s bestiary31; Jorge Luis Borges’ bestiary Book of Imaginary 
Beings32; and Caspar Henderson writing a twenty-first century bestiary titled The Book of 
Barely Imagined Beings.33 
 
Animals in medieval literature 
This section elaborates on the relationship of animal symbolism in the medieval period. It 
looks at animals as the central figure of a story, be it at the centre of a text or in the margins. 
This section is important for it elaborates on the close relationship humans had with their 
animal counterparts and therefore explains the bestiary’s medieval success.  
 Animals that play a central role in medieval literature can be seen either literally as an 
animal, or figuratively as something else. In his essay ‘Literary Genre and Animal 
Symbolism’ Jan M. Ziolkowski34, professor of Medieval Latin at Harvard Univeristy,35 writes 
that St. Augustine thought humans communicated both literally and figuratively, whereas 
animals only use literal signs. In On Christian Doctrine Augustine exemplifies the distinction 
between literal and figurative by explaining the word ox, both referring to the animal, literal, 
and the saint (Luke)36, figurative. Augustine complicates the matter by stating that a symbol 
                                                       
29 J. Beer, Beasts of Love: Richard de Fournival’s Bestiaire D’amour and A Woman’s Respons,  
(Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2003). 
30 O. Evans, ‘Selections from the Bestiary of Leonardo Da Vinci’, Journal of American Folklore,  
64.254 (1951), pp. 393-396. 
31 H. Toulouse-Lautrec de, A Bestiary, (Michigan: Art Institute of Chicago, 1954). 
32 J.L. Borges, The Book of Imaginary Beings, (New York: Penguin, 2005). 
33 C. Henderson, The Book of Barely Imgaines Beings: A 21st Century Bestiary, (Chicago: The University of 
Chicago Press, 2013). 
34 J.M. Ziolkowski, ‘Literary Genre and Animal Symbolism’, Animals and the Symbolic in  
Mediaeval Art and Literature, (Egbert Forsten: Groningen, 1997), pp. 1-24. 
35 <http://classics.fas.harvard.edu/people/jan-ziolkowski>. (10 February 2014). 36#The#ox#is#a#symbol#for#St.#Luke,#one#of#the#four#Evangelists.#Symbols(of(the(Four(Evangelists,#<http://catholicBresources.org/Art/Evangelists_Symbols.htm>#(20#August#2015).##
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can both be used for good and bad. He demonstrates this by looking at the symbol of the lion; 
it can be good when it symbolizes Christ, or evil when it symbolizes the Devil.37  
Since an animal can both have a literal and figurative meaning in medieval literature, 
the animals and/or fantastical creatures in the margins of a medieval manuscript may have 
multiple connotations as well. In her introduction of her book Images in the Margins of 
Gothic Manuscripts 38 medievalist Lillian Randall differentiates between four types of 
marginal imagery. The first one includes religious sources, where the martyrdom of saints is 
demonstrated. The second contains the bestiary, where the image visualises the text. The third 
category deals with genre themes, where the everyday life is portrayed. Randall’s fourth and 
final category is about parodies of human shortcomings and folly. In this category, the largest 
one, hybrids and animals appear in their full element. An example might consist of an ape 
mimicking a human action, which can be seen in the Queen Mary Psalter, where in figure 5, 
four apes mimic the illumination on the previous folio, seen in figure 6. 
  
 
Fig. 5. Four apes, London, The British Library, Royal MS 2 B VII, fol. 178v. 
 
 
 
                                                       
37 Ibid. p. 11. 
38 L. Randall, Images in the Margins of Gothic Manuscripts, (Michigan: University of California  
Press, 1966). 
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Fig. 6. Four people, London, The British Library, Royal MS 2 B VII, fol. 179v. 
 
An image in the margins of a text may refer back to the text, as most images in a 
bestiary do, but they may also refer to other images in the manuscript. One may think of a 
sequence of images that correspond with one another. An example can be seen in the Queen 
Mary Psalter, where the bestiary, and other marginal creatures do not relate with the text. 
Figure 7 and 8 portray the story of the beaver. On fol. 101v (figure 7), the beaver is biting off 
its own testicles while a man is blowing a horn. It was believed that the testicles of a beaver 
were good for one’s health and were therefore desirable.39 On the next folio, 102r (figure 8), 
the story continues with the beaver showing the hunter that he does not have his testicles 
anymore and should therefore be spared. Medievalist art historian Michael Camille states in 
his book Images on the Edge: The Margins of Medieval Art40, that the margins were the first 
place where one could find the origins of ‘naturalism’ or ‘realism’ in Western art.41 This 
could also be said for the bestiary, as it was a work that combined the moral stories of an 
animal with the actual portrayal of the beast. 
 
 
                                                       
39 ‘beaver’, The Medieval Bestiary, <http://bestiary.ca/beasts/beast152.htm> (2 February 2015). 
40 M. Camille, Image on the Edge: The Margins of Medieval Art, (London: Reaktion Books,  
1992). 
41 Ibid. p. 47. 
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Fig. 7. Beaver biting off its testicles, London, The British Library, Royal MS 2 B VII, fol. 101v. 
 
 
Fig. 8. Beaver playing dead, London, The British Library, Royal MS 2 B VII, fol. 102. 
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 CHAPTER TWO 
Textual differences 
 
Chapter one gave a brief introduction to the bestiary and its ancestor the Physiologus. It has 
shown the bestiary families and the role animals played in medieval symbolism. This second 
chapter explores the bestiaries’ texts further and uncovers the differences between the three 
different socioeconomic classes: the clergy, nobility, and middle classes.  
 
Literacy levels of the church, nobility, and middle classes 
In order to understand the differences between classes, a contextual explanation of the literacy 
levels in the medieval period will be given. 
 
The church 
Eltjo Buringh42, a post-doc researcher at the Centre for Global Economic History at the 
University of Utrecht, states that the church produced manuscripts in accordance with their 
need. For example, if the church needed ten new manuscripts for their church they only 
produced ten manuscripts. But as is visible in table 2.1 more manuscripts were being 
produced than was required by the church after the twelfth century. This means that they were 
producing manuscripts for outside the church as well. 
 
Table 2.1 ‘Average yearly production of manuscripts per monastery in the Latin west by two methods.’43 
Century 9th 10th 11th 12th 13th 14th 15th 
Clerical 1000 manuscripts (mss), demand 155 187 239 329 589 285 263 
Number of monasteries 4,385 6,343 12,485 20,125 23,794 23,489 22,551 
Average per monastery, demand 0.35 0.29 0.19 0.16 0.25 0.12 0.12 
Average per monastery, production 0.46 0.21 0.17 0.38 0.74 1.17 2.22 
 
This suggests that the church began to produce manuscripts for the public as well as for the 
church. Table 2.2 shows that the literate percentage started to rise from three percent in the 
twelfth century to fifteen percent in the fifteenth century, which would justify the rise of the 
clergy’s manuscript-production. The church could have been producing manuscripts for a 
                                                       
42 E. Buringh, Medieval Manuscript Production in the Latin West: Explorations with a Global Database, 
(Leiden: Brill, 2011).  
43 Ibid. p. 425. 
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non-clerical public as well, and selling their manuscripts. These results could explain the rise 
in bestiary interest among the nobility and middle classes who could afford a manuscript. 
 
Table 2.2 ‘Numerical exercise to estimate the demand side of manuscripts in the Latin West from the ninth to 
fifteenth centuries.’44 
Century 9th 10th 11th 12th 13th 14th 15th 
Latin West Population *million 22.9 25.8 30.2 37.3 53.4 54.1 53.8 
Mss per private urban lit. 0.6 0.8 1 1.2 1.5 1.8 2.5 
Private mss *1000 11 13 36 107 601 1,948 4,539 
Total clergy mss. *1000 155 187 239 329 589 285 263 
Total Parishes mss *1000 15 19 90 198 552 712 559 
Total Private mss *1000 6 6 35 98 664 1,834 3,727 
Total produced mss in Latin West 
*1000 
176 212 364 625 1,784 2,830 4,589 
Literate percentage 1 1 2 3 5 10 15 
Literate pop *1000 11 13 36 90 401 1,082 1,816 
Total produced mss in Latin West 
*1000 
176 212 364 625 1,784 2,830 4,589 
 
Members of the clergy originally owned ten manuscripts in the thesis’ database, seen 
in the Appendix. Ron Baxter, in his book Bestiaries and their users in the Middle Ages, made 
a list of bestiary entries in churches, parishes and abbeys45, seen in table 2.3. Baxter’s work is 
especially useful, because his research shows that medieval clerical institutions had at least 
one bestiary in their possession. Baxter shows his reader that it was quite common for a 
clerical institution to have more than one bestiary in their collection. The bestiary was seen as 
an educational text and might therefore have been popular with the members of the clergy.46 
 
Table 2.3 ‘Bestiary entries in medieval book list. (Twelfth to seventeenth century)’47 
Place Number of volumes Number of bestiaries 
Bridlington, Augustinian priory of B.V.M. 127 1 
Canterbury, Ben. Cath. Priory of Holy Trinity or Christ Church 1831 3 
Canterbury, Ben. Abbey of St. Augustine 1837 6 
Dover Ben. Priory of B.V.M. and St. Martin. Cell of Canterbury 449 2 
Durham, Ben. Cath. Priory of St. Cuthbert 961 2 
Durham, Ben. Cath. Priory of St. Cuthbert 512 1 
Exeter, Cath. Of St. Peter 229 1 
                                                       
44 Ibid. p. 295. 
45 R. Baxter, Bestiaries and their users in the Middle Ages, (London: Sutton Publishing, 1998).  
46 E. Buringh, Medieval Manuscript Production in the Latin West: Explorations with a Global Database, 
(Leiden: Brill, 2011), pp. 217-222. 
47 Ibid. 
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Exeter, Cath. Of St Peter 358 1 
Glastonbury, Ben. Abbey of B.V.M. 340 1 
Leicester, Augustinian abbey of B.V.M. de Pratis 941 2 
Meaux, Cistercian abbey of B.V.M 465 6 
Peterborough, Ben. Abbey of SS Peter, Paul, and Andrew 20 1 
Peterborough, Ben. Abbey of SS Peter, Paul and Andrew 346 3 
Reading, Ben. Abbey of B.V.M 228 1 
Rievaulx, Cistercian abbey of B.V.M. 223 2 
St. Albans, Ben. Abbey of St. Alban 56 1 
Syon, Bridgettine abbey of St. Saviour, B.V.M. and St Bridget 1421 1 
Titchfield, Premonstatensian abbey of the Assumption 224 2 
Whitby, Ben. Abbey of SS Peter and Hilda 89 1 
Winchester, College of B.V.M 137 2 
Worchester, Ben. Cath. Priory of B.V.M. 343 1 
Worksop, Augustinian priory of B.V.M. and St Cuthbert 5 1 
York, Augustinian friary 646 1 
 
As mentioned, members of the clergy originally owned ten bestiaries in the database. 
The origins of these manuscripts range from the twelfth to fourteenth century. In eight clerical 
manuscripts the known author was a member of the clergy (of the other two, the authors are 
unknown). Such as the Royal MS 10 A VII, which contains a bestiary authored by Hugh of 
Fouilloy, a prior of St. Nicholas-de Regny in 1152 .The manuscript belonged, according to the 
British Library, to the Benedictine abbey of Saints Peter, Paul and Oswald at Bardney.48  
 
The nobility 
Professor Peter J. Lucas, Honorary Research Associate in the Department of Anglo-Saxon, 
Norse and Celtic studies at Cambridge University, comments in his book, From Author to 
Audience, that the ability to read and write was largely monopolized by the clergy before the 
twelfth century.49 During the twelfth century this started to change as was seen in table 2.2. 
Even though more members of the nobility became literate, this did not mean they wrote their 
own manuscripts. Even if they were able to write, some would still pay a scribe to do it for 
them. They became a patron to that particular scribe. This personal scribe could write 
                                                       
48 ‘Detailed record for Royal 10 A VII’, Catalogue of Illuminated Manuscripts. < 
http://www.bl.uk/catalogues/illuminatedmanuscripts/record.asp?MSID=5358&CollID=16&NStart=100107> (24 
February 2014). 
49 P.J. Lucas, From Author to Audience, (Dublin: University College Dublin Press, 1997), pp. 250 - 280. 
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everyday documents to full manuscripts. Besides a scribe, these patrons could also pay for an 
illuminator. An example of this can be seen in the Royal MS 2 B VII where the artistry is 
assigned to the Queen Mary Master.50 Lucas explains that a patron may have provided their 
writer with a household, but only a few could actually live by having one patron.51 A patron 
could recommend his or her scribe to others who might want to hire the scribe’s abilities.52  
As more members of the nobility became literate, the desire for personal monastic 
literature, outside the church, was increasing. The idea of having a greater chance of one’s 
admittance to heaven if a patron used his/her money to acquire a religious text for their 
personal use, could, according to Lucas, explain the increase in personal religious texts.53 
Barbara Shailor, Senior Research Scholar and Senior Lecturer at Yale University,54 explains 
in her work, The Medieval Book, that the Hours of the Blessed Virgin could be combined with 
other devotional texts, such as psalms, ‘to form the genre called the Book of Hours, which 
gradually superseded the Psalter as a manual for private prayer.’55 Where the bestiaries 
belonging to the clergy had their individual binding, the bestiaries of the nobility were 
positioned with other secular texts, such as in the Peterborough Psalter (CCCC MS 53).56 The 
bestiaries might even only be seen in the margins of other secular texts.  
 
The middle classes 
Table 2.2 showed that the literacy percentage rose from one percent in the ninth century to 
fifteen percent in the fifteenth century. This might suggest a turn in the educational system. 
Not only the nobility, but also people who were neither part of the clergy nor nobility gained 
the opportunity to learn how to read and write. 
Buringh states, when quoting M. Vale57, that during the end of the thirteenth century, 
lay-producers/workshops of manuscripts were beginning to gain dominance over ‘the 
scriptoria of religious houses.’58 The lay-workshops would work for the nobility and middle 
                                                       
50 ‘Detailed record for Royal 2 B VII’, Catalogue of Illuminated Manuscripts. The British Library, 
<http://www.bl.uk/catalogues/illuminatedmanuscripts/record.asp?MSID=6467> (Sept. 16 2014). 
51 P.J. Lucas, From Author to Audience, (Dublin: University College Dublin Press, 1997), p. 267. 
52 Ibid. 
53 Ibid. pp. 262-3. 
54 <http://www.yale.edu/classics/faculty_shailor.html>. (29 May 2015). 
55 B.A. Shailor, The Medieval Book, (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1991), p. 80. 
56 ‘MS 53’, Parker Library on the web, 
<http://parkerweb.stanford.edu/parker/actions/manuscript_description_long_display.do?ms_no=53>, (29 May 
2015). 
57 M. Vale, ‘Manuscripts and books’, The New Cambridge Medieval History (vii), C. Allemand, ed. (Cambrdige, 
1988), pp. 278. 
58 An example of such a publishing house is de Montbastons publishing business, seen in following chapter. 
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classes. Newly formed universities were among the reasons for this rise in demand for 
manuscripts that the lay-workshops provided. The students needed books and the clergy were 
unequipped for the amount of texts that were necessary.59 The pecia system60 stimulated the 
book production. Members of the middle classes, such as merchants or artisans, could spend 
more on the illumination of a book or the quality of the materials. 
As manuscripts became available for more socioeconomic classes, the interest for 
personal devotion texts was growing. This demand for private secular books by the nobility 
and middle classes is shown in table 2.4. It shows that manuscripts, which were used for 
personal devotion, shifted from 100% for the nobility in the ninth till eleventh century, to 
10% for the nobility and 90% for the middle classes in the fifteenth century. The shift in 
readership is important in this research for it shows not only the clergy and nobility were 
interested in secular scripts, which could include a bestiary, but also the middle classes. 
Chapter three will further discuss the bestiary amongst the middle classes. 
 
Table 2.4 ‘Manuscripts for personal devotion in the database and the ranks of their first owners in % per 
century’61 
Written in century 9th 10th 11th 12th 13th 14th 15th  16th  
Nobility & court circles 100 100 100 33 20 20 10 40 
Middle classes or not classified 0 0 0 67 80 80 90 60 
Absolute numbers in the database 1 2 5 6 50 187 2.212 521 
 
Authors 
As the ability to read and write was largely monopolized by the clergy at the beginning of the 
medieval period, it is not surprising that the first bestiary authors were members of the clergy. 
Although the clergy were the first to write new bestiaries, there were also authors who wrote 
for the nobility and middle classes. This section looks at the differences between clerical 
bestiary authors; an author who wrote for the nobility; and lastly a bestiary written by a 
member of the middle classes (a former member of the clergy). Fifty-nine manuscripts, out of 
the eighty-five in the database, have a known author, of which thirteen authors are clerical and 
                                                       
E. Buringh, Medieval Manuscript Production in the Latin West: Explorations with a Global Database, (Leiden: 
Brill, 2011), p. 427. 
59 E. Buringh, Medieval Manuscript Production in the Latin West: Explorations with a Global Database, 
(Leiden: Brill, 2011), p. 427. 
60 ‘pecia system’, A method of book production used in some universities to facilitate the copying of books 
required in the curriculum. The separate quires, or peciae, of an unbound exemplar were hired out to scribes for 
copying piecemeal.  
R. Clemens & T. Graham, Introduction to Manuscript Studies, (London: Cornell University Press, 2007), p. 268. 
61 E. Buringh, Medieval Manuscript Production in the Latin West, (Leiden: Brill, 2011), p. 128. 
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seven are non-clerical62, seen in figure 9.63 The two most copied authors, Hugh of Fouilloy 
and Isidore de Seville, were both members of the clergy. Jacob van Maerlant is the highest 
grossing non-clerical bestiary author. The next section will describe the three classes and 
some of their authors, in order to see if the class differences are noticeable in the bestiaries’ 
content. 
 
Fig. 9. Twenty authors of fifty-nine manuscripts in the database. 
 
 
Clerical bestiary authors 
Before a comparison between the authors of all three classes can be made, a comparison 
between the clerical authors must be researched. This in order to see whether there are 
differences between the clerical bestiary authors as well. Most bestiary authors in the database 
have a clerical background, but this does not mean that they wrote the same texts. The content 
and style of writing could be different. 
 Frenchman Hugh of Fouilloy (or Hugo de Folieto, Hugues de Fouilloy, Hugo de 
Fouilloy, Huguges de Fouilloi, Hugo Folientanus), born in the late eleventh or early twelfth 
                                                       
62#Clerical#authors:#Hugh#of#Fouilloy,#Isidore#de#Seville,#Guillaume#le#Clerc,#Bartholemaeus#Anglicus,#Albertus#Magnus,#Lambert#of#St.#Omer,#Konrad#von#Megenberg,#Johannes#Chrysostomus,#Matthew#Paris,#Thomas#de#Cantimpré,#Gervaise,#Henry#of#Sawtrey,#Pierre#de#Beauvais.#NonBclerical:#Pliny#the#Elder,#Phillipe#de#Thaon,#Aristotle,#Richard#de#Fournival,#Jacob#van#Maerlant,#Sextus#Placitus,#Homer.##
63 See the Appendix. 
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century in Fouilloy - 117264, is the most copied author of the bestiary manuscripts found in 
the database. He was educated at the Benedictine abbey of Corbie where he became the 
founding prior of St. Nicholas-de Regny in 1152.65 During his lifetime, he produced multiple 
works, including De avibus, a text about the moralization of birds.66 De avibus has sixty 
chapters set up into two sections. The first part, consisting sixteen chapters about birds, is 
based on the Bible and the Physiologus. The second part, consisting twenty-three chapters, 
draws from other sources, such as the Etymologiae by Isidore de Seville and De natura rerum 
by Hrebanus Maurus.67 It shows that Hugh of Fouilloy used other works to complete his 
bestiary of birds. This idea ‘borrowing from other authors’ holds true to most bestiary 
authors.68 
Bestiary authors often used Isidore de Seville as a model for their own bestiaries. He 
was born in the latter half of the sixth century.69 As his name suggests, Isidore was from 
Seville, Spain, just as Hugh was from Fouilloy, France. Isidore became bishop of Seville 
around 600 CE.70 He wrote a great number of works, including the Etymologiae, the text that 
Hugh of Fouilloy used in his De avibus. The Etyomologiae consists of twenty volumes, from 
which volume twelve, de animalibus, is dedicated to beasts and birds. It might seem that 
Isidore’s work was original since Hugh of Fouilloy used it for his bestiary, but Isidore 
likewise ‘borrowed’ texts from other authors, such as Pliny the Elder and St. Ambrose.71 
Isidore wanted to give the beasts and birds’ meaning through etymology, not through the 
stories themselves, which was the case in the Physiologus.72 He concluded that bees were 
named apes since they were seen as feetless a-pes (without feet).73 Authors who used 
Isidore’s texts would often moralize the stories themselves.74 One of the thesis’ database’s 
manuscripts includes a portrait of Isidore de Seville: The Aberdeen Bestiary, Aberdeen 
University Library MS 24. He is portrayed as the author in the illumination, seen in figure 10 
                                                       
64 ‘Hugh of Fouilloy’, The Medieval Bestiary, < http://bestiary.ca/prisources/psdetail1086.htm>, (4 February 
2014). 
65 F. McMulloch, Mediaeval Latin and French Bestiaries, (Chapel Hill: The University of North Carolina, 
1962). 
66 Ibid. 
67 Ibid. 
68 Ibid. 
69 ‘Isidore de Seville’, The Medieval Bestiary, < http://bestiary.ca/prisources/psdetail821.htm> (4 February 
2014). 
70 CE: Common Era, or Christian Era. 
71 ‘Isidore de Seville’, The Medieval Bestiary, < http://bestiary.ca/prisources/psdetail821.htm> (4 February 
2014). 
72 Ibid. 
73 Ibid. 
74 Ibid. 
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below. The portrait is situated just before the section called ‘(Ysid)oris (de) natu(ra) 
hominisI’75, which translates to ‘Isidore, Concerning the Nature of Man’, just after the beast, 
birds, fish and trees.76 The title points to Isidore’s eleventh volume, de Homines et Portentis, 
‘the human being and portents.’77 These two authors, Hugh of Fouilloy and Isidore de Seville 
are introduced to show that they both borrowed texts from other bestiary authors and added 
their own to make a unique bestiary. Alongside, it shows that both authors wrote in Latin – a 
language of the clergy and nobility – which meant that only the Latin educated population 
could read it. This next author wrote his bestiary in a Norman-French dialect, which meant 
that more layers of society were able to read it.  
 
 
Fig. 10. Isidore sitting in a chair, Aberdeen, Aberdeen Univ. Lib. MS 24, fol. 81r. 
 
The author in question, Gervaise, wrote his versed bestiaire in a Norman French 
dialect, at the beginning of the thirteenth century.78 Since this bestiary was in French, it would 
have been easier for the middle classes to read this version instead of a Latin one. Which 
corresponds with the growing literacy in the twelfth century. Since Gervaise’s manuscript was 
written in the vernacular, more people would have be motivated to buy a bestiary, since this 
                                                       
75 ‘Folio 81r Commentary’, The Aberdeen Bestiary, < http://www.abdn.ac.uk/bestiary/comment/81r.hti> (4 
February 2014). 
76 ‘Index of the Bestiary’, The Aberdeen Bestiary, < http://www.abdn.ac.uk/bestiary/contents.hti> (4 February 
2014). 
77 S.A. Barney, & W.J. Lewis, J.A. Beach, Oliver Berghof, The Etymologies of Isidore de Seville, (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 2006), p. 231.  
78 ‘Gervaise’, The Medieval Bestiary, http://bestiary.ca/prisources/psdetail1089.htm (4 February 2014). 
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was a bestiary they could understand. Gervaise was a member of the Cistercian abbey at 
Barbarie in the south of France.79 In the prologue of his bestiare he states that he formed his 
bestiary according to John Chrysostom, who was mistakenly thought to be author of the 
Physiologus.80 Once more, borrowing from other sources, was important in the creation of a 
new bestiary. Gervaise’s bestiaire has twenty-nine chapters, two more than the Dicta 
Chrysostomi.81  
As is seen in the previous paragraphs, there are differences between clerical authors. 
Table 2.5 shows the differences and similarities of these three clerical bestiary authors. It 
illustrates that most authors wrote in prose, and that Latin was the dominant language. Later, 
in the twelfth and thirteenth century, authors started to write in the vernacular. Even with 
these differences, the biggest similarity is that they all borrowed texts from other authors. The 
differences in the amount of chapters between bestiaries is of importance, for it shows that 
some authors had sixty chapters, while another only had twenty-nine.82 It seems that some 
authors only borrowed a small portion from previous authors to continue making their own 
while others used more. The notion of borrowing will also be constant in the upcoming 
authors of the nobility and middle classes. 
 
Table 2.5 Comparison of three clerical bestiary authors. 
Author Hugh of Fouilloy Isidore de Seville Gervaise 
Language Latin Latin French-Norman 
dialect 
Century of 
publication 
Twelfth century Seventh century Twelfth century 
Texts they used Bible, Physiologus, 
Isidore de Seville, 
Hrebanus Mauris, 
St. Ambrose 
Pliny the Elder, St. 
Ambrose, Aristotle, 
St. Augustine, etc. 
John Chrystostum, 
Physiologus 
Verse/prose Prose Prose Verse 
Morals in text Text Etymology Text 
No. of chapters 60 chapters 8 chapters, with 329 
subchapters 
29 chapters, 1280 
rhymed lines 
 
Noble bestiary author 
                                                       
79 Ibid. 
80 ‘John Chrysostom’, The Medieval Bestiary, <http://bestiary.ca/prisources/psdetail1087.htm>, (7 February 
2014).  
81 P. Meyer,  ‘Le Bestiaire de Gervaise’, Romania, 1 (1872), pp. 420-443. 
The single surviving copy of Gervaise’s bestiary can be found in the British Library, the Additional MS 28260. 
‘Manuscript: Additional MS 28260’, The Medieval Bestiary, <http://bestiary.ca/manuscripts/manu975.htm>, (7 
February 2014). 
82 The bestiary’s ancestor, the Physiologus, containted forty to forty-eight chapters.  
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While previous authors were members of the clergy, the following author was not a noble, but 
he wrote for the nobility. The poet Philippe de Thaon83 dedicated his versed bestiaire to 
Adeliza84 of Louvaine the second queen of Henry I, also named Henry of Beauclerc,85 King 
of England and Duke of Normandy.86 As seen in the literacy section, at the beginning of this 
chapter, the nobility wanted books for their personal use and would often have a scribe in 
service who would copy or compose for them. Philippe de Thaon was such a scribe and he 
had a patron for whom he wrote his bestiaire. 
Philippe de Thaon was the first person to translate a Latin bestiary into Anglo-Norman 
verse.87 It is understood that he took a Latin First Family bestiary and translated it to the 
vernacular in verse.88 This demonstrates that he used the Physiologus and quotes from Isidore 
de Seville. His bestiaire starts with a Latin introduction to the bestiary and his dedication to 
the queen of England,89 followed by 3194 rhymed lines composing thirty-eight chapters that 
cover forty-one beasts. Making it longer than the French-Norman versed bestiary by Gervaise, 
which had twenty-nine chapters and 2180 lines. 
The only example of Philipe de Thaon’s rhymed bestiaire in the database is the 
Kongelige Bibliotek, Gl. kgl. S. 3466 8º (1300). The manuscript is 17 x 10cm, which is quite 
small for a manuscript, and is said to have originated from England. The bestiaire holds fifty-
one folios with twenty-nine miniatures. The number of chapters coincides with the original 
bestiaire by Thaon. The bestiaire starts with a table of contents stating that the bestiary will 
begin with the beasts, then birds and finally stones. This Latin table of contents is not in verse, 
whereas the majority of the bestiaire is. Only the small introductions to an animal or stone are 
                                                       
83 Also called Philip de Thaun/Thaün. 
84 Also named Adelaide, Adelicia, Adala, Adeilis or Aélis. 
85 ‘Henry I ‘Beauclerc’ (r 1100-1135)’, The official website of the British Monarchy, 
<http://www.royal.gov.uk/HistoryoftheMonarchy/KingsandQueensofEngland/TheNormans/HenryIBeauclerc.asp
x> (17 September 2014). 
86A.H. Krappe, ‘The Historical Background of Philippe de Thaün’s Bestiaire’, Modern Language Notes, 59.5 
(1944), pp. 325-327. 
Although it is suggested that Adeliza of Louviane was Philippe’s patron, it is also believed that Henry I 
was Philippe’s patron. For according to Alexander H. Krappe, in his essay ‘The Historical Backgound of 
Philippe de Thaün’a Bestiaire’, Philippe’s connection to the court did not start with Henry’s marriage to Adeliza 
in 1121, but in 1119, two years before the union (Krappe, p. 325). Henry’s nickname might also hold a clue, for 
Beauclerc suggests that he was well educated (A clerk is a member of the clergy). This could imply that he had 
ordered the bestiary from Philippe de Thaon as a marriage gift to his new wife Adeliza of Louvain.  
Henry I ‘Beauclerc’ (r 1100-1135)’, The official website of the British Monarchy. 
<http://www.royal.gov.uk/HistoryoftheMonarchy/KingsandQueensofEngland/TheNormans/HenryIBeauclerc.asp
x> (17 September 2014). 
87 ‘Beast studies and beast stories’, Catalogue of Illuminated Manuscripts. British Library. 
<http://www.bl.uk/catalogues/illuminatedmanuscripts/TourBestiaryStudies.asp> (17 September 2014). 
88 Ibid. 
89 T. Wright, ‘The Bestiary of Philippe de Thaon’, Popular Treatises on Science Written during the Middle Ages 
in Anglo-Saxon, Anglo-Norman, and English, (London: The Society, 1841). 
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in rubricated90 prose Latin. Figure 11 shows the lion on both the seventh and eighth folio.91 
The figure, likewise illustrates the verse of the bestiary92, and shows that the manuscript’s 
initials alternate between blue with red pen-flourishes and red with blue pen-flourishes. None 
of the miniatures are illuminated with gold. 
 
 
Fig. 11. Lion, Copenhagen, Kongelige Bibliotek, Gl. Kgl. S. 3455 8, fol. 7 - 8. 
 
 Table 2.6 compares Hugh of Fouilloy, a clerical bestiary author, to Philippe de Thaon, 
an author to the nobility. The biggfest difference, namely that Fouilloy was a member of the 
clergy and de Thaon was not, has already been established. The next difference is the 
language. Hugh of Fouilloy wrote in Latin, the language of the church during the medieval 
period, whilst Philippe de Thaon wrote in an Anglo-Norman French dialect. But as is shown, 
Gervaise, likewise a member of the clergy, also wrote in French, the language of the people. 
                                                       
90 ‘rubrication’, In calligraphy and typography (particularly illuminated manuscripts and early printed books) the 
use of a different colour, usually red, to emphasize initial letters, section headings, etc. 
I. Chilvers, ‘rubrication’, The Oxford Dictionary of Art, (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2004). 
<http://www.oxfordreference.com/view/10.1093/acref/9780198604761.001.0001/acref-9780198604761-e-3046> 
(3 June 2015). 
91 On the recto side of the seventh folio the lion has made a track in the ground with only one opening. His prey 
can get in and will stay there because they dare not go beyond the mark. 
 T. Wright, ‘The Bestiary of Philippe de Thaon’, Popular Treatises on Science Written during the 
Middle Ages in Anglo-Saxon, Anglo-Norman, and English, (London: The Society, 1841). 
92 With the first letter of the line set apart from the rest of the word and line with at the end with a punctuation 
mark. This helped the reader when reading it aloud. The punctuation marks were there to assist the reader with 
taking a breath. The punctuation marks alternate at the end of a line between punctus versus (looks like a modern 
semicolon) which marks the end of a sentence, and a punctus elavatus (looks like an inverted semicolon), which 
indicates a long or medial pause.  
‘IV.vii. Paleography: Punctuation’, Manuscript Studies Medieval and Early Modern, 
<http://www.ualberta.ca/~sreimer/ms-course/course/punc.htm> (17 September 2014). 
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Another similarity between Gervaise and Philippe de Thaon is that they both wrote in verse. 
In other words, a bestiary written in French and in verse did not necessarily mean that the 
author was writing for the court. We can therefore deduce significant similarities. Like 
Philippe de Thaon, Hugh of Fouilloy used texts from the Physiologus and Isidore de Seville. 
The difference lies in the text of the Fouilloy and Thaon, for Fouilloy wrote sixty prose 
chapters, while de Thaon wrote thrity-eight versed chapters. Fouilloy used multiple scriptures 
form other authors to form his own bestiary, while de Thaon translated a Latin bestiary to a 
vernacular Anglo-Norman dialect which more people would be able to read. 
 
Table 2.6 Comparison of a clerical and noble bestiary author. 
Bestiary author Hugh of Fouilloy Philippe de Thaon 
Class Clergy Author/poet for the nobility 
Language Latin Anglo-Norman French 
Content De avibus (of birds) Bestiaire 
Century of 
publication 
Twelfth century Twelfth century 
Texts they used Bible, Physiologus, Isidore 
de Seville, Hrebanus 
Mauris, St. Ambrose 
Latin B-Is version (First Family): Physiologus, 
Isidore de Seville 
Verse/prose Prose Verse 
Morals in text Morals Morals 
Number of chapters 60 chapters 38 chapters, 3194 rhymed lines 
 
While Fouilloy and de Thaon were different, they are far more similar when compared to the 
author who wrote about a universal theme: love. 
 
Middle classes bestiary authors 
The only author who was a member of the middle classes and clergy in the thesis’ database, 
seen in the Appendix, is Dutchman Jacob van Maerlant (ca. 1235 - 1300),93 who wrote his 
versed Der naturen bloeme around 1266.94 Van Maerlant used to work as a parish clerk for a 
couple of years,95 but later continued as a writer; for that reason he is categorised as a member 
of the middle classes. He did not solely write his own works but also wrote for patrons,96 for 
he could not live on the earnings of his works alone. Whereas the previous bestiary authors 
                                                       
93 ‘Jacob van Maerlant’, Digitale Bibliotheek voor de Nederlandse Letteren, 
<http://www.dbnl.org/auteurs/auteur.php?id=maer002> (3 June 2015). 
94 Ibid. 
95 ‘Van Maerlant, Jacob’, P.C. Molhuysen en P.J. Blok (red.), Nieuw Nederlandsch biografisch woordenboek. 
Deel 7. (Leiden: A.W. Sijthoff, 1927). 
<http://www.dbnl.org/tekst/molh003nieu07_01/molh003nieu07_01_1492.php> (3 June 2015). 
96 Ibid. 
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began with animals, van Maerlant begins his work with humans.97 Another difference is the 
fact that van Maerlant did not begin with the most important animal, but used the alphabet to 
examine each animal, with their Latin names,98 in their taxonomy.99 Similar to the authors 
named above, van Maerlant used previous bestiaries to compose his own. According to Dr. 
Eelco Verwijs (1830-1880), linguist and lexicographer mainly of Middle Dutch,100 van 
Maerlant used the bestiary of Thomas de Cantimpré as his main model, but similarities can 
also be seen between Philippe de Thaon’s bestiary, Guillaume le Clerc, and van Maerlant’s.101 
In his prologue, van Maerlant relates that he wrote his bestiaris because he wanted to educate 
people.102 He saw his bestiary as a natural science book.103 Adding to this, the fact that his 
bestiary was written in Dutch, the spreading of the bestiary among middle classes would 
proliferate. The next author also wrote in his vernacular tongue, French, and about a topic that 
would relate to the nobility and middle classes. 
Richard de Fournival’s bestiary is nothing like the Physiologus with its underlying 
Christian morals, for his bestiaire d’amour focuses on courtly love104 morals. Richard 
(Amiens 1201 - 1259/60) was the son of Roger de Fournival, the personal physician of Philip 
Augustus, King of France.105 Richard could have been acquainted with the notion of courtly 
love, since that had been a moral code at the French court.106 Although de Fournival was not a 
member of the middle classes in the actual sense of the word, as he was a member of the 
clergy, his bestiary of love was understood to be a genre of the middle classes. Thus his 
bestiary is seen as a bestiary for the middle classes. Richard de Fournival wrote his text in the 
middle of the thirteenth century while he was the chancellor of the Amiens and chapter of the 
                                                       
97 Ed. E. Verwijs, Jacob van Maerlant’s Naturen Bloeme, (Leidenf: A. W. Sijthoff, 1878), pp. 7-23. 
98 Ibid. p. 31. 
99 Taxonomies: four legged animals, fish, birds, insects, etcetera.  
100 ‘E.Verwijs’, DBNL, <http://www.dbnl.org/tekst/anro001bioe01_01/verw011.php> (3 June 2015). 
101 For instance in the description of the unicorn (de Thaon), and prologue about the educational value of the 
bestiary (le Clerc). 
 Ed. E. Verwijs, Jacob van Maerlant’s Naturen Bloeme, (Leiden: A. W. Sijthoff, 1878), pp. xi-xii. 
102 Ibid. pp. ix, 4. 
103 Ibid. p. x. 
104 ‘Courtly love.’ A highly conventionalized medieval system of chivalric love and etiquette first developed by 
the troubadours of southern France and extensively employed in European literature from the 12th century 
throughout the medieval period.’ Oxford English Dictionary. OED.com. 6 October 2014. 
 ‘The most important literary treatments of courtly love appear in Chrétien de Troyes's romance Lancelot 
(late 12th century), and in the first part of the 13th-century allegorical poem, the Roman de la Rose by Guillaume 
de Lorris.’  
‘Courtly Love.’ The Oxford Dictionary of Literary Terms. Oxford University Press, 2008. 
105 J. Beer, Beasts of Love, (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2003). 
106 ‘Courtly love’, The Concise Oxford Companion to English Literature. 
<http://www.oxfordreference.com/view/10.1093/acref/9780199608218.001.0001/acref-9780199608218-e-1843> 
(2 June 2015). 
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Notre Dame. He dedicated his work to an anonymous woman whom he loved.107 Multiple 
copies of his work are still in existence today, which suggests that people wanted a copy of 
his ‘alternative’ bestiary. Although the bestiary was called ‘a piece of literary banter which in 
our view is cold and monotonous’108, the public still desired to a copy of it, validating the 
number of surviving copies being high. De Fournival used Pierre de Beauvais’ bestiaire, 
Ovid’s poems, and the Metamorphoses as a basis for his work.109 Just as Ovid, de Fournival 
used satire to aid his love poems, something the clerical and nobility authors did not use. 
Most bestiaries start with the portrayal of the lion, the king of all beasts.110 In Richard 
de Fournival’s bestiaire d’amour the cock is the first animal, not the lion. The lion in most 
bestiaries is placed among other predators, such as tigers, but de Fournival puts them right in 
between birds and rodents, which are lower in rank.111 Just as Jacob van Maerlant did not start 
with the lion, de Fournival moves away from traditional bestiaries. De Fournival starts with 
the cock as starting point of his bestiary to show his love for the proposed reader. For 
according to de Fournival, the cock sings both in twilight and daybreak, where the night and 
day mix together, and love is neither refused nor welcomed.112 
Jeannette Beer, Emirate Professor of French at Purdue University,113 mentions, that 
‘Richard made a declaration of love that was intended to double as a declaration of war on 
love.’114 Hereby going against ‘the glorification of profane love and of women.’115 De 
Fournival wanted his bestiary of love to be memorable. In order to achieve this, he wanted his 
bestiary to be both visually and audibly attractive.116 Therefore beasts would have to have 
their own miniature.117 His bestiary was heard, for four manuscripts emerged with the 
woman’s response to his bestiary of love.118 One of these manuscripts, Response, was written 
by a woman to rebuke Richard de Fournival’s notion of love-morals while using animals to 
explain them.119 The author starts by showing how Adam was responsible for the original sin. 
                                                       
107 J. Beer, Beasts of Love, (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2003), p. 3. 
108 Meyer quoted by Beer, p. 4. 
109 J. Beer, Beasts of Love, (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2003), p. 11. 
110 ‘lion’, The Medieval Bestiary. <http://bestiary.ca/beasts/beast78.htm>. 4 June 2015. 
111 J. Beer, Beasts of Love, (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2003). 
112 The twilight and daybreak signify the state of being where love might be returned, and he announces that 
daybreak is coming and he is singing louder than ever for her love. 
J. Beer, Beasts of Love, (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2003), p. 3. 
113 Ed. K.L. Fresco & C.D. Wright, Translating the Middle Ages, (Farnham: Ashgate Publishing Limited, 2012). 
114 Ibid. p. 8. 
115 Ibid. p. 8. 
116 Ibid. p. 11. 
117 Ibid. p. 11. 
118 J. Beer, Beasts of Love, (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2003). 
119 Ibid. 
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Florence McCulloch states that ‘she reinterprets Richard’s animal symbolism, rewords his 
expressions, and draws conclusions for her selective retellings.’120 When researching the 
bestiaire d’amour it becomes clear that his work had only been copied in the thirteenth and 
fourteenth century. According to Burhigh, the manuscript lost its favour at the end of the 
fourteenth century,121 while copies from Isidore de Seville were found in the database from 
the eleventh century to late fifteenth century.122 
Jacob van Maerlant and Richard de Fournival are two authors who wrote for the 
middle classes in the thirteenth century and there are similarities when looking at their 
audience, for they both wrote in a language the middle classes would understand. In addition, 
they both wrote in verse, which meant it could be recited or even sung. However, they are still 
distinct from one another. Table 2.7 shows the differences.  
 
Table 2.7 Comparison of Jacob van Maerlant and Richard de Fournival’s bestiaries. 
Bestiary author Jacob van Maerlant Richard de Fournival 
Class Middle classes Clerical poet 
Language Dutch French 
Content Der naturen bloeme Bestiaire d’amour 
Century of 
publication 
Thirteenth century Thirteenth century 
Texts they used Thomas de Cantimpré Pierre de Beauvais, Ovid’s 
poems and the 
Metamorphesis 
Verse/prose Verse Verse 
Morals in text Christian morals Courtly love morals 
Number of 
chapters 
13 books, 16.680 lines 43 chapters 
 
Such as the fact that van Maerlant used Thomas de Cantimpré’s (1201 - 1272)123 bestiary, as a 
main example, while de Fournival used Pierre de Beauvais’.124 The main difference remains 
that van Maerlant stayed true to the Christian morals of the previous bestiaries, whereas de 
Fournival used courtly love morals. Dr. Eelco Verwijs states that van Maerlant disliked 
courtly love novels, in particular the Arthurian romance novels.125 He wanted to educate 
                                                       
120 F. McCulloch, Mediaeval Latin and French Bestiaries, (Chapel Hill: The University of North Carolina Press, 
1962), p. 13. 
121 E. Buringh, Medieval Manuscript Production in the Latin West: Explorations with a Global Database, 
(Leiden: Brill, 2011), p. 14. 
‘MS. Douce 308’, Bodleian Library, <http://bestiary.ca/manuscripts/manu2533.htm> (3 June 2015). 
122 ‘Royal MS 5 E. xvi’, The British Library, <http://bestiary.ca/manuscripts/manu2735.htm> (3 June 2015). 
‘Royal MS 12 E. i.’, The British Library, <http://bestiary.ca/manuscripts/manu999.htm> (3 June 2015). 
123 ‘Thomas of Cantimpré’, The Medieval Bestiary, <http://bestiary.ca/prisources/psdetail1798.htm> (4 June 
2015). 
124 ‘Pierre de Beauvais’, The Medieval Bestiary, <http://bestiary.ca/prisources/psdetail1886.htm> (4 June 2015). 
125 Ed. E. Verwijs, Jacob van Maerlant’s Naturen Bloeme, (Leiden: A. W. Sijthoff, 1878), p. ix. 
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rather than please the reader.126 Richard de Fournival, who also used Ovid’s poems, wanted 
the attention of one woman whom he loved and show morals about love through the eyes of 
animals. Another difference is the fact that van Maerlant’s Der naturen bloeme follows the 
alphabet and taxonomies to distinguish the animals, while de Fournival follows his own 
structure. In other words, van Maerlant used the alphabet but retained the Christian morals in 
his stories and de Fournival created his own morals of love and ordered the animals according 
to his design. Because de Fournival’s bestiaire d’amour is so different from the previously 
named bestiaries, his will be used in the comparison between Hugh of Fouilloy and Philippe 
de Thaon’s. 
 
Comparing three authors and their classes 
Table 2.8 has compared the three authors of the three classes: Hugh of Fouilloy (clergy), 
Philippe de Thaon (nobility), and Richard de Fournival (middle classes). Although de 
Fournival was a member of the clergy, his bestiary is not about Christian morals as those of 
Hugh of Fouilloy and Philippe de Thaon. His topic of love is considered a topic for the middle 
classes. These three authors will be discussed on their differences and similarities. Beginning 
with the language they used in composing their bestiaries. 
 
Table 2.8 Comparison of bestiary authors of all three classes. 
Bestiary author Hugh of Fouilloy Philippe de Thaon Richard de Fournival 
Class Clergy Author/poet for the nobility Clerical poet 
Language Latin Anglo-Norman French French 
Content De avibus (of birds) Bestiaire Bestiaire d’amour 
Century of 
publication 
Twelfth century Twelfth century Thirteenth century 
Texts they used Bible, Physiologus, 
Isidore de Seville, 
Hrebanus Mauris, 
St. Ambrose 
Latin B-Is version (First Family): 
Physiologus, Isidore de Seville 
Pierre de Beauvais, Ovid’s 
poems and the 
Metamorphosis 
Verse/prose Prose Verse Verse 
Morals in text Christian morals Christian morals Courtly love morals 
Number of 
chapters 
60 chapters 38 chapters, 3194 rhymed lines 43 chapters 
 
Hugh of Fouilloy wrote his twelfth century bestiary in Latin, the language of the class 
he belonged to: the clergy. This suggests that he had a clerical audience in mind. The next 
author, Philippe de Thaon had another class in mind, the ‘English’ nobility. Not all royals 
could read Latin in the twelfth century, but French and the Anglo-Norman dialect he wrote in 
                                                       
126 Ibid. 
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were languages of the court.127 Therefore his bestiaire fitted the class he was writing for. The 
last author, who wrote for the middle classes, used the vernacular to write his thirteenth 
century bestiaire d’amour, which alludes to the fact that he wrote for a wider public. While 
the Anglo-Norman dialect was used at the English court, it was not used among the English 
middle classes of the twelfth century.128 Richard de Fournival’s French bestiaire d’amour was 
written in French, the language of the French countryside as well as the court, allowing his 
audience to come from every layer of society. This shows that these authors wrote in a 
language that was used in their particular class. 
Just as the language is an indicator towards the different audiences, so is the way the 
stories are told. As the bestiary was seen as an educational text,129 the clerical bestiary of 
Hugh of Fouilloy is set in prose and was meant to teach rather than entertain. The following 
two bestiaries, of de Thaon and de Fournival, are both set in verse, and were meant to 
entertain the reader as well as educate. Philippe de Thaon’s versed bestiaire was to be read at 
court, to entertain the nobility. Likewise de Fournival’s versed bestiaire d’amour was to 
entertain. The versed stories facilitated the interest in the bestiary. It was not something only 
literate people could enjoy, but also the illiterate population when read out loud. Once again, 
the author wrote for their particular class. 
Language and the style these authors wrote in give clues to their audience, but the 
most important feature of these bestiaries is found in the contents. All three authors used 
secondary sources to form their own bestiary. Of Fouilloy and de Thaon both used Isidore de 
Seville’s Etymologiae, and all three authors used the Physiologus, albeit de Fournival used a 
translation of the work by Pierre de Beauvais.130 Even in the texts they used, the provenance 
of the author and its audience is seen, for Hugh of Fouilloy kept to his class and additionally 
used the Bible in his De avibus. 
With his De avibus, Hugh of Fouilloy is different from the other two authors, for he 
exclusively wrote about birds. The taxonomy of birds is in most clerical bestiaries only one 
section of the bestiary.131 Philippe de Thaon’s bestiaire does contain these other taxonomies, 
just as Richard de Fournival has, although in a different form. The greatest distinction 
                                                       
127 ‘Anglo Norman Dictionary Project’, Research at Aberstwith. 
<http://www.aber.ac.uk/en/research/excellence/research-centres-and-groups/anglo-norman-dictionary-project/> 
(5 June 2015). 128#Ibid.#
129 E. Buringh, Medieval Manuscript Production in the Latin West: Explorations with a Global Database, 
(Leiden: Brill, 2011), pp. 217-222. 
130 ‘Pierre de Beauvais’, The Medieval Bestiary, <http://bestiary.ca/prisources/psdetail1886.htm> (9 June 2015). 
131 Such as in Isidore de Seville Etymologiae, and Gervaise’s bestiaire. 
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between these three authors is the fact that Fouilloy and Thaon wrote about Christian morals, 
while de Fournival wrote about love morals. For example, the lion is seen as the Son of God 
in the Physiologus132: 
 
‘We begin first of all by speaking of the Lion, the king of all the beasts…Thus also…our Saviour, the 
spiritual lion of the tribe of Judah…having been sent down by his coeternal Father.’133 
 
While the lion in Richard de Fournival’s bestiaire d’amour is seen as love:  
 
‘If it happens that a man passes by and looks at the lion when it is eating its prey, the lion necessarily fears his 
face and glance, because the face of man bears as it were imprints of lordship…But because the lion has natural 
boldness and feels shame at having fear it attacks the man as soon as he looks at it…Wherefore I say that Love is 
like the lion, for Love attacks no man unless he looks at Love.’134 
 
The lion is seen as the Son of the Christian God, sent down to save mankind in the 
Physiologus, the same lion is seen as a metaphor for love. In the Physiologus the lion is strong 
and protects its followers, in the bestiaire d’amour the lion is afraid and attacks whoever 
comes near. This shows that de Fournival moved away from ‘traditional’ bestiary taxonomies 
for the lion, and other four-legged animals are put alongside rodents and birds.135  
In short, the contents of Hugh of Fouilloy and Philippe de Thaon’s bestiaries are  similar in the 
fact that they both portray Christian morals and follow the taxonomies, whereas Richard de 
Fournival creates his own distinctions to portray morals about love. 
 
This chapter has discussed the differences and similarities between the bestiaries written by 
clerical authors, authors who wrote for the nobility and a clerical author who wrote for the 
middle classes. The research has shown that in terms of content the differences are not great 
between the clerical authors and the author who wrote for the nobility. Both adopted the same 
format of mimicking the Physiologus and other authors to compose their own bestiaries. Only 
Richard de Fournival transformed the notion of the bestiary. Instead of Christian morals, his 
love morals focus on how animals portray morals about love. The next chapter will look at the 
bestiary’s visual features, such as the look of the manuscripts themselves (the height, vellum 
                                                       
132 M.J. Curley, Physiologus, (Chicago: Chicago University Press, 1979), pp. 3-4. 
133 Ibid. 
134 J. Beer, Beasts of Love, (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2003), pp. 8-9. 
135 Ibid. 
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quality); the miniatures; the colours they use; the text (quality of the writing and painting) and 
see if the bestiaries made by the clergy, nobility and middle classes portray their 
socioeconomic classes in the way a bestiary looks; their decorative differences. 
 
 
CHAPTER THREE 
Decorative differences 
 
The previous chapter has shown differences between the bestiaries of the three classes in 
terms of their content. It has shown that the content of a bestiary made by and for members of 
the clergy is different than the bestiary made for members of the middle classes. This chapter 
focuses on the decorative differences of the bestiaries of the three classes. In the previous 
chapter the bestiary’s authors were used to notice differences between the three classes, this 
chapter will look at the owners of the bestiary to see if their influence changed the decorative 
outcome of the bestiary. 
 
Ron Baxter mentions four ways of finding an initial owner of a bestiary in his book Bestiaries 
and their users in the Middle Ages. He states that ‘bestiaries themselves never include textual 
evidence of their place of use’,136 but since bestiaries were often bound together with other 
secular texts in Psalters or Book of Hours they might portray their provenance. Firstly, Baxter 
states that an ex-libris could enlighten the provenance of a bestiary, but he also remarks that 
before the early fourteenth century an ex-libris would have been written on a flyleaf, and if 
the manuscript was rebound this flyleaf could have been discarded.137 Secondly, the contents 
could also allude to its original owner.138 Perhaps the commissioner had a clerical or royal 
background, which might explain the decorative appearance of a manuscript. Sometimes a 
name would have been signed on one of the leaves that could allude to its provenance. 
Miniatures are also a way of discovering a manuscript’s provenance. For a patron could be 
illustrated inside a miniature.139 This would add to their status as a wealthy patron and could 
benefit them when they are portrayed praying to a celestial being in a secular manuscript.140 
                                                       
136 R. Baxter, Bestiaries and their users in the Middle Ages. (London: Sutton Publishing, 1998), p. 154. 
137 Ibid. p. 151. 
138 Ibid. p. 151. 
139 Ibid. p. 152. 
140 An example will be given when looking at the Maastricht Hours (Stowe MS 17).  
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Thirdly, book lists are a great source of information, which can be found in clerical, private, 
or public libraries. Lastly, if a bestiary would have had a royal or noble background, signs of 
heraldry could be portrayed throughout the manuscript. Some of these marks of provenance 
will be seen in the manuscripts discussed in this chapter.  
 
Decorative features of three bestiaries made for members of the clergy 
As was mentioned in the previous chapter, monastic institutions could hold more than one 
bestiary in their possession. If a member of the clergy made a bestiary and kept the 
manuscript, they would have been the first owner of the bestiary, but if the manuscript was 
made by the clergy but was commissioned for a patron, the patron would be its first owner. 
Eleven bestiary-manuscripts of the eighty-five in the thesis’ database have a known first 
clerical owner, seven bestiaries have a first noble owner, and only one bestiary had a member 
of the middle classes as first owner. 
 
Royal MS 10 A VII 
One of these eleven manuscripts is the Royal MS 10 A VII, a copy of Hugh of Fouilloy’s 
aviarium, was composed in Bardney, Lincolnshire, England (1200 - 1250). The manuscript 
was made at the Benedictine abbey of Saints Peter, Paul and Oswald at Bardney.141 Over 
time, the manuscript fell into the hands of John Longland (1473 - 1547), the bishop of Lincoln 
and confessor of King Henry VIII.142 
 When examining the bestiary images, it becomes clear that the only colour in the 
manuscript other than the brown ink used for the text and miniature is of the red inscriptions 
inside the illustrations (rubrication).143 The text, written above top line,144 is quite small and 
                                                       
141 ‘Detailed record for Royal 10 A VII’, Catalogue of Illuminated Manuscripts, < 
http://www.bl.uk/catalogues/illuminatedmanuscripts/record.asp?MSID=5358&CollID=16&NStart=100107> (24 
February 2014). 
142 Ibid. 
The manuscript became part of the Old Royal Library in 1542, as it was ‘included in the inventory in the Upper 
Library at Westminster of 1542.’142 Which shows that the booklists The manuscript remained in the Old Library 
until King George II presented it to the British Museum in 1757. 
143 Rubric: ‘the rubrics specified the subject matter of the miniatures.’  
R. Clemens & T. Graham, ‘Stages of copying: writing, rubrication, decoration, illustration’, Introduction to 
Manuscript Studies, (London: Cornell University Press, 2007), pp. 21.  
144 Above top line: ‘Up until the thirteenth century the first line of a text would fall above the uppermost ruling 
horizontal line.’  
Below top line: ‘during the thirteenth century this changed from above to below top line, and by the end of the 
century this rule was adopted.’  
R. Clemens & T. Graham, ‘Stages of copying: writing, rubrication, decoration, illustration’, Introduction to 
Manuscript Studies, (London: Cornell University Press, 2007), pp. 21.  
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cramped, when compared to other manuscripts in this section, such as the Royal MS 12 F 
XIII. As said, the text is written above top line, which means the first line of the text starts 
above the top ruling line. According to Clemens & Graham, this style of writing appeared up 
until the thirteenth century, for during this century the first sentence shifted from above to 
below the top ruling line. The doves on fol. 150r have been drawn with the same brown ink as 
the texts. The aviarium is not as illuminated as other Royal manuscripts. One could assume 
that this manuscript was primarily written for usage rather than splendour. Figure 12 shows 
the illustration described above. 
 
 
Fig. 12. Doves, London, The British Library, Royal MS 10 A VII, fol. 150r. 
 
Sloane MS 278 
Another manuscript that contains Hugh of Fouilloy’s aviarium is Sloane 278. In addition, the 
manuscript holds a Latin bestiary in the Dicta Chrysostomi form (the Physiologus).145 It was 
made in Northern France (1225 - 1275) and, according to the British Library, it was probably 
owned by George Neville, the archbishop of York in the early fifteenth century, which might 
                                                       
145 ‘Detailed Record for Sloane 278’, Catalogue of Illuminated Manuscripts, 
<http://prodigi.bl.uk/illcat/record.asp?MSID=6512&CollID=9&NStart=278> (4 September 2014). 
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suggest that the manuscript was made for a member of the clergy and remained there.146 The 
script is Gothic and written below top line on parchment, which shows the change of moving 
from above top line to below top line during the thirteenth century. The aviarium is decorated 
with twenty-nine miniatures and the bestiary with twenty-four. All miniatures are in colour, a 
difference with the previous manuscript. Only the first folio is graced with a large puzzle 
initial,147 the other initials are decorated in either blue or red with other colours pen-
flourishes, seen in figure 13 on fol. 50v - 51r. Besides the two initials, one E is decorated in 
blue with red swirls on fol. 50v and the other initial E is decorated in red with blue 
decorations, there are three scenes with mystical creatures, such as the vipera (vipers), on fol. 
51r.148 The scene depicts the idea of a male and female viper mating by sticking the female’s 
head inside the male’s mouth on the left side of the miniature.149 While on the right, the scene 
of young vipers gnawing through their mother’s side in order to be born is shown.150 
 
 
Fig. 13. Mythical creatures, London, The British Library, Sloane 278, fol. 50v - 51r. 
 
                                                       
146 Ibid. 
147 Puzzle initials: initials coloured red and blue with a jagged swirl-like white line separating the two colours. 
‘Puzzle Initials’, Initials: in the beginning, <http://www.otago.ac.nz/library/exhibitions/initials/cabinet03.html> 
(8 September 2014). 
148 The first miniature is of lacerta, or winged lizards as the rubricated title above the miniature shows. These 
lacerta are mythical lizards. The portrayals could be of a dark male and a light female. With the male’s tail going 
through an archway, and the female following him. The other two miniatures are on the next folio. The first one 
on f. 51r is of a Serra, or a sawfish and a ship at sea. The animal is winged and has the beak of a goose, scaled 
wings and hoofed legs. The last miniature is of the vipera (vipers). 
149 M.J. Curley, Physiologus, (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1979), pp. 15-6. 
150 Ibid. 
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As said, all miniatures are in colour, a difference between this aviarium and the one in 
the Royal MS 10 A VII. While the lacerta (winged lizards) and the vipera (vipers) have an 
entirely yellow coloured background, the serra’s (flying fish) background is only hinted with 
yellow on the inside of the Viking-like ship. The miniatures are highlighted with rubrications. 
The titles of the mythical animals can be seen on the outside of the lacerta and vipers 
miniature, only in the scene with the serra the rubrication is on the inside and outside of the 
miniature. It is noticeable that some of the background of the serra has been scratched away 
in order for the red of the title to stand out. Likewise the rubrications’ handwriting is different 
from the text, which suggests the rubrications were added later. 
 
Royal MS 12 F XIII 
Although the first ownership of the manuscript, which holds a bestiary and a lapidary151 is 
unknown, the inscription on the bottom of the third folio152 states that this was the possession 
of the cathedral priory of St. Andrew, Rochester ‘Liber de claustro Roffens[i] R. 
precentoris’.153 
The bestiary is a Second Family bestiary, but it also has a number of passages that can 
be ascribed to Peter of Aldgate’s154 Phantheologus.155 It is suspected that the manuscript has 
been made in Rochester and remained here. This thirteenth century vellum manuscript was 
written above top line, between 1225 and 1250. There are fifty-five framed miniatures that 
decorate the bestiary. The initials are adorned with gold and blue and red backgrounds with 
white pen-work decoration. Other initials are less decorative, but are still gold with red or 
blue pen-flourhishes. Only the first initial of the bestiary is zoomorphic.156 Examples of the 
different initial-styles can be seen in figure 14 & 15 below. 
                                                       
151 ‘Lapidary’, A treatise on (precious) stones. 
Oxford English Dictionary, <www.oed.com> (16 October 2014).  
152 Seen in figure 11. 
153 ‘Royal MS 12 F XIII’, Catalogue of Illuminated Manuscripts, 
<http://www.bl.uk/catalogues/illuminatedmanuscripts/record.asp?MSID=95> (10 September 2014). 
A couple of other inscriptions on other leaves state the whereabouts and owners of the manuscript. Such 
as William Grybbons and Thomas Aston who both inscribed their names by the same hand on fol. 151v. Its 
earliest record of it being part of the Old Royal Library was in 1542 when it was included in an inventory. 
George II presented it, as part of the Old Royal Library, to the British Museum in 175. 
154 Peter of Aldgate, or Peter of Cornwall (1139/40 - 1221) was prior of Christchurch, Aldgate from 1197 to 
1221 (his death).  
‘MS 12 F XIII’, Catalogue of Illuminated Manuscripts, 
<http://www.bl.uk/manuscripts/FullDisplay.aspx?ref=Royal_MS_12_f_xiii> (8 September 2014). 
155 W.B. Clark, A Medieval Book of Beasts: The Second-family Bestiary, (Woodbridge: The Boydell Press, 
2006), p. 27. 
156 ‘Zoomorphic’, representing or imitating animals forms, as in decorative art of symbolism.  
<www.oed.com> (16 October 2014). 
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Fig. 14. Zoomorphic initial B, London, The British 
Library, Royal MS 12 F XIII, fol. 3r. 
Fig. 15. Initials and inscription, London, The British 
Library, Royal MS 12 F XIII, fol. 3. 
 
 Beside each piece of text describing an animal and its moralistic value, as was done in 
the Second Family bestiaries seen in the previous chapter, the animal is portrayed in a 
miniature. One such miniature is of the panther, seen in figure 16. The panther is seen on fol. 
9r157 in front of the text regarding the antelope. The miniature is set against a gold background 
with red and green frames. The brightly coloured image is a narrative scene, where the story 
of the panther is told in the illustration.158 According to Debra Hassig, there are four 
categories in which she divides medieval illustrations: portrait, narrative, allegorical and 
appropriative.159 An example of a portrait scene is seen in figure 17 where the unicorn is 
portrayed. While the panther’s illustration portrays a story, the unicorn stands on its own. The 
unicorn is set in a gold background and has a blue green and yellow coloured frame. These 
                                                       
157 The manuscript has a couple of flaws, such as holes and rips, but all are repaired. 
158 The panther was seen as the only natural enemy of the dragon. The story tells that the panther sleeps for three 
days after he is full. When he wakes he is hungry and lets out a roar and with it a sweet smell comes forth from 
his mouth, as is visible in the miniature. Other animals, which cannot resist the smell, are lured to him. At the 
bottom of the miniature the idea of the dragon’s fear of the panther, is seen as one dragon sticking its head in a 
hole in the ground and another is looking at the ground. This is a narrative scene. 
159 D. Hassig, Medieval Bestiaries, text, image, ideology, (Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 1995), pp. 
10-15. 
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two miniatures show the abundance of colour and gold used in this manuscript, which means 
it was expensive and valuable to the owner. 
 
 
Fig. 16. Panther, London, The British Library, Royal MS 12 F XIII, fol. 9r. 
 
 
Fig. 17. Unicorn, London, The British Library, Royal MS 12 F XIII, fol. 21r. 
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Fig. 18. Royal MS 10 A VII160          Fig. 19. Sloane MS 278161            Fig. 20. Royal MS 12 F XII162 
 
Comparing the three bestiaries made for members of the clergy 
Figures 18, 19, & 20 above show a leaf from every manuscript, and table 3.1 has collected the 
differences. 
 
Table 3.1. Comparison of three bestiaries made for members of the clergy. 
Shelf mark Royal MS 10 A VII Sloane MS 278 Royal MS 12 F XIII 
Date 1200 - 1230 1225 - 1275 1225 - 1250 
Country of origin England Northern France or the 
Southern Netherlands 
England 
Owner Benedictine Abbey of 
Saints Peter, Paul and 
Oswald 
Archbishop George 
Neville of York 
The Catherdral Priory of 
St. Andrew 
Author Hugh of Fouilloy, 
William of Lincoln 
Hugh of Fouilloy Second Family 
Language Latin Latin Latin and French 
Size 23.5 x 16.5cm, 218 folios 26.5 x 18cm, 57 folios 30 x 21.5cm, 152 folios 
Miniatures Total amount not known 53 miniatures 55 miniatures, after each 
passage of text describing 
the animal 
Colours Miniatures: brown 
Initials: red, green 
Rubrications  
Miniatures: yellow, blue, 
white, black, brown. 
Initials: blue, red 
Rubrications 
Miniatures: gold,  
Initials: gold, blue, rose, 
white, red 
Framed miniatures No Yes Yes 
Script Gothic, written above top 
line. By multiple scribes 
Gothic, written below top 
line 
Gothic, written above top 
line 
                                                       
160 London, The British Library, Royal MS 10 A VII, fol. 150r. 
161 London, The British LIbrary, Sloane MS 278, fol. 51r. 
162 London, The British Library, Royal MS 12 F XIII, fol. 4r. 
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All three bestiaries were made in the first three quarters of the thirteenth century. The Royal 
MS 10 A VII and Royal MS 12 F XIII were both made in England, whereas the MS Sloane 
278 was made in France. The Royal MS 10 A VII is the smallest manuscript of the three, and 
instead of gold and colour its miniatures are drawn in brown ink. It seems like the 
manuscripts are in order of grandeur. The Royal MS 10 A VII is far less decorated than the 
Royal MS 12 F XII. The spacing between the letters of the texts illustrates this as well, for in 
the Royal MS 10 A VII the text is cramped, while the letters in the Royal MS 12 FXII are set 
wider apart. The transition of writing above top line to below top line in the thirteenth 
century163 is visible in these three manuscripts. The Royal manuscripts were written above top 
line while the Sloane manuscript was written below top line. 
 The differences between the three bestiaries could be explained when looking at the 
original owners. According to A History of the County of Lincoln, the monks of the 
Benedictine Abbey of Saints Peter, Paul and Oswald of Barney were supposedly ‘involved in 
several lawsuits concerting their churches and other property during the twelfth and thirteenth 
century.’164 This could suggest that they did not have enough money to illustrate their already 
expensive manuscript, Royal MS 10 A VII, with gold and the abundance of colour. 
The first known owner of the Sloane 278 was the archbishop of York, George Neville 
(1433 - 1476). According to Richard John King, archbishop George Neville was the younger 
brother of the Earl of Warwick165 and a nobleman who, like other noblemen, was given a 
high-ranking place among the clergy.166 King states that when George was fourteen the 
current Pope Nicholas V had already given him an allowance for holding a canonry in the 
church of Salisbury and in York. In other words, he was already a wealthy nobleman who 
acquired an allowance from the church. Although George Neville was not the first owner of 
the Sloane 278 it can be suggested that he bought or inherited the manuscript from a clerical 
institution. The Sloane 278 is more illuminated than the Royal MS 10 A VII, with fifty-three 
coloured illuminations. While the Sloane 278 is bigger in size, the manuscript holds fewer 
folios than the Royal MS 10 A VII. The last manuscript used by a member of the clergy is 
even more elaborate than the Sloane MS 278. 
                                                       
163 R. Clemens & T. Graham, ‘Stages of copying: writing, rubrication, decoration, illustration’, Introduction to 
Manuscript Studies, (London: Cornell University Press, 2007), pp. 20-22.  
164 Ed. W. Page, 'Houses of Benedictine monks: The abbey of Bardney’, A History of the County of Lincoln: 
Volume 2., (London: Victoria County History, 1906), pp. 97-104. 
British History Online, <http://www.british-history.ac.uk/vch/lincs/vol2/pp97-104> (10 March 2015). 
165 R.J. King, ‘George Neville’, Handbook to the cathedrals of England. Part 1 – Northern division, (London: J. 
Murray, 1861), pp. 135-6. 
166 Ibid. pp. 196-7. 
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The Royal MS 12 F XIII is the largest manuscript of the three. The cathedral priory of 
St. Andrew in Rochester first owned the Royal MS 12 F XIII in the fourteenth century. This 
implies that the manuscript came to the priory in the fourteenth century, or the manuscript had 
always belonged to the priory and was only first recorded in the fourteenth century on the 
third folio of the manuscript, seen in figure 12. It is stated in A History of the County of Kent 
that the Rochester Cathedral had close relations with the Canterbury Cathedral and even paid 
allowances to the Canterbury Cathedral instead of the King.167 As the Cathedral, and 
indirectly the priory, was closely associated with the Canterbury Cathedral it could be 
considered that the lavishness of the manuscript had a connection to the relationship with the 
Canterbury Cathedral. This would account for the lavishness of the Royal MS 12 F XIII 
compared to the Royal MS 10 A VII, and Sloane MS 278. The text of the Royal MS 12 F XIII 
is set wider apart and the folio size is bigger. The use of gold and colour is abundant in the 
manuscript, in both the miniatures and the initials. Considering the provenance of the 
manuscript, it can be concluded that the owner of the Royal MS 12 F XIII was someone who 
wanted to show the grandeur of the manuscript as well as use the text for education. 
It can be concluded, when researching these three manuscripts, that there were status 
differences in the church, which meant some had more money to spent on a manuscript than 
others. Therefore some manuscripts are more embellished than others. Unfortunately none of 
the manuscripts’ original owners could be found; therefore the research done in this paragraph 
is suggestive rather than factual. The next section investigates whether the bestiaries made for 
and owned by members of the nobility have a more uniform setup of the bestiary’s decorative 
features. 
 
Decorative features of five bestiaries made for members of the nobility 
The previous chapter showed an author who wrote his bestiaire for the nobility, Philippe de 
Thaon. This was a bestiary in text and decorative form, but it has also been highlighted upon 
that not every bestiary made for the nobility were in text and decorative form. For most 
bestiaries with a first noble owner are found in the margins of other texts. This section will 
discuss the decorative features of the bestiaries made for members of the nobility in greater 
detail. 
 
                                                       
167 Ed. W. Page. 'Houses of Benedictine monks: The cathedral priory of St Andrew, Rochester.' A History of the 
County of Kent: Volume 2. (London: Victoria County History, 1926), pp. 121-126. British History Online. 
<http://www.british-history.ac.uk/vch/kent/vol2/pp121-126> (11 March 2015).  
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There are seven manuscripts in the thesis’ database168 that had a noble first owner. These 
seven include the Maastricht Hours (Stowe MS 17), the Luttrell Psalter (Additional MS 
42130), the Queen Mary Psalter (Royal MS 2 B VII), De animalibus (HM 1035), the 
Alphonso Psalter, (Additional MS 24686), the bestiaire d’amour / AEsops fables (français 
15213) and the MS 1.1.24 - 1.1.25. To begin, the owners of the Additional MS 24686 will be 
discussed.  
 
Additional MS 24686 
The Additional MS 24686 (made between 1284 - 1316), or Alphonso Psalter, is a manuscript 
that shows its provenance via coats of arms.169 The Psalter was commissioned to celebrate 
Prince Alphonso (1273 - 1284) earl of Chester’s marriage to Margaret, daughter of Florent V, 
Count of Holland and Zeeland in 1284.170 Prince Alphonso was Edward I’s (1272 - 1307) 
eldest son and heir to the throne of England.171 However, before the wedding could take 
place, Alphonso died in 1284. The manuscript was left unfinished, until Alphonso’s sister, 
Elizabeth of Rhuddlan (1282 - 1316) was to marry Margaret’s brother John I, count of 
Holland and Zeeland in 1297, thirteen years after Alphonso’s death.172 The coats of arms of 
both Alphonso/Elizabeth and Margaret/John I are depicted on fol.11r seen in figure 21. It 
appears that Elizabeth, kept the manuscript, for her second marriage to Humphrey de Bohun, 
fourth earl of Hereford and third earl of Essex, in 1302 was recorded in the manuscript. The 
manuscripts’ calendar recorded the obituary of the Bohun family, and on fol.4r of the 
manuscript, seen in figure 22, the coat of arms of the Bohun family is depicted as a 
background to a miniature on the folio. Since more miniatures were added to the manuscript 
the date is set from 1284, with the betrothal of Alphonso to Maraget, to 1316 with the death of 
Elizabeth. 
 
                                                       
168#Seen#in#the#Appendix.#
169 ‘Additional MS 24686’, Catalogue of Illuminated Manuscripts, 
<http://www.bl.uk/manuscripts/FullDisplay.aspx?ref=Add_MS_24686> (27 September 2014). 
170 Ibid. 
171 Ibid. 
172 Ibid. 
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Fig. 21. Margaret and Alphonso coat of arms, London, The British Library, Additional MS 24686, fol. 1. 
 
 
Fig. 22. Bohun coat of arms as the background of a miniature, London, The British Library, Additional MS 
24686, fol. 4r. 
 
 The bestiary text is written below top line in a Gothic script in Latin.173 Besides Latin, 
the personal prayer on the last folio, f136r is written in Anglo-Norman French, which 
indicates a patron’s wish to personalise the manuscript.174 The Psalter consists of opening 
miniatures (ff 2r - 4v), which were probably made between 1302 and 1316, when Elizabeth 
was married to John I. The Psalter runs from fol. 5r - 135v, closing the manuscript with the 
personal prayer on fol. 136r. 
 The miniatures at the beginning of the manuscript are six full-page miniatures with 
four saints filling three pages and six saints the other three. Each saint has a different coloured 
background, but all six miniatures contain gold leaf. The Psalter starts off with a large 
historiated initial B which depicts David playing the harp. Next there are ten smaller initials in 
                                                       
173 ‘Additional MS 24686’, Catalogue of Illuminated Manuscripts, 
<http://www.bl.uk/manuscripts/FullDisplay.aspx?ref=Add_MS_24686> (27 September 2014). 
174 Ibid. 
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red and blue on gold backgrounds and flourishes that reaches out in the margins making floral 
portrayals. The majority of the other initials are also red, blue and gold, but do not extend to 
the margins. There are nine large initials that divide the Psalter into sections. These are 
colourful and do extend to the borders. Line-fillers are common in the manuscript, which 
means the patron wanted a manuscript with full sentences and wished for colourful ways to 
finish said sentences. This would add to the price of the finished manuscript, making this an 
expensive manuscript. 
The notion of the bestiary moving to the margins of the pages is seen in this 
manuscript. The bestiary scenes are only visible on fol. 11r - 18v. The scenes are depicted in 
the lower and left margins of the pages. They have no connection to the text that is written 
above. These bestiary scenes consist of naturalistic and fantastic creatures. An example can be 
seen in figure 23 where a soldier is attacking a griffon175 with a spear. Next to this scene a 
crow is attacking the supposed soldier’s horse. 
 
 
Fig. 23. Bestiary scene in the margin, London, The British Library, Additional MS 24686, fol. 18r. 
 
Additional MS 42130, Stowe MS 17, & Royal MS 2 B VII 
Additional MS 42130 
Both the Luttrell Psalter (Additional MS 42130) and the Maastricht Hours (Stowe 17) have a 
known first owner because their owners have been portrayed in the manuscript. Whereas the 
signs of heraldry of the previous manuscript (Additional MS 24686) showed the fourth 
                                                       
175 ‘Griffon’, a fantastical creature that has the body of a lion and the head of an eagle. <www.oed.com> (27 
September 2014). 
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example of provenance coined by Ron Baxter, these manuscripts demonstrate the second way 
of showing provenance, through the contents. 
The Luttrell Psalter (1325 - 1335) is named thus since its commissioner was Sir 
Geoffrey Luttrell (1276 - 1345) lord of the manor of Irnham. He owed his wealth to his great-
great-grandfather named Geoffrey de Luterel, a courtier, minister, and confident of King John 
of England.176 Besides the properties bequeath by the King, Geoffrey de Luterel married 
wealthy, allowing his estates to grow even larger.177 Having established Luttrell’s wealth, the 
manuscript shows his wealth reflected in the abundance of illuminations that adorn the 
manuscript and the large size of the manuscript and its script. 
 When looking at the manuscript one will notice that the scenes depict farm-life in the 
fourteenth century. For example, figure 24 shows scenes of the kitchen. These scenes describe 
village life, something that has not been seen in the previous manuscripts. It suggests that 
Luttrell did not want to make his Psalter a primarily religious text, but included daily life as 
well. The manuscript shows multiple images, in bright colours and gold, on each side of a 
folio. The Luttrell Psalter, written at the beginning of the fourteenth century, also follows the 
pattern of moving the bestiary to the margins of the text. Figure 25 shows the bestiary scene 
of a tiger looking at himself in a mirror.178 The next tiger-scene, which would include the 
story of the soldier taking the tiger’s cub, is not included in the manuscript.179  
While the coat of arms were the sign of provenance in the previously researched 
Alphonso Psalter (Additional MS 42130), here Sir Geoffrey Luttrell has had himself, his wife, 
and daughter portrayed on fol. 202v, seen in figure 26. Luttrell is sitting on a horse and is 
fitted in a knight’s attire, which alludes to his wealth and status. Next to him, his wife and 
daughter-in-law are both clothed in heraldic gowns.180 When looking at the other folio sides, 
fol. 202v with the illustration of Luttrell on his horse, and 203r, look worn when compared to 
other illuminations in the manuscript. This suggests the manuscript had been on display with 
the illumination of Sir Geoffrey Luttrell showing. Implying that this manuscript was more for 
splendour than actual use. 
 
                                                       
176 ‘Luttrell Psalter’, Catalogue of Illuminated Manuscripts, 
<http://www.bl.uk/onlinegallery/sacredtexts/luttrellpsalter.html> (27 September 2014). 
177 Ibid. 
178 ‘Tiger’, The Aberdeen Bestiary, <https://www.abdn.ac.uk/bestiary/comment/8rtiger.hti> (27 September 
2014).  
179 Ibid. 
180 ‘The Luttrell Psalter’, Catalogue of Illuminated Manuscripts, <http://www.bl.uk/turning-the-
pages/?id=a0f935d0-a678-11db-83e4-0050c2490048&type=book> (27 September 2014). 
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Fig. 24. Scenes of the kitchen, London, The British Library, Additional MS 42130, fol. 207v. 
 
 
Fig. 25. Tiger looking at himself in the mirror, London, The British Library, Additional MS 42130, fol. 84v. 
 
 
Fig. 26. Geoffrey Luttrell with his wife and daughter, London, The British Library, Additional MS 42130, fol. 
202v. 
 
Stowe MS 17 & Royal MS 2 B VII 
The other manuscript that shows its provenance via self-portraits is the Maastricht Hours 
(Stowe 17, 1310 - 1320). The patroness is portrayed in a kneeling position multiple times 
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throughout the manuscript.181 An example of the patroness can be seen in figure 27. In which 
she is wearing a blue dress and green cloak with a white wimple.182 She is kneeling to Jesus 
Christ. There are four more illuminations in which the same woman is depicted. This implies 
her ownership of the manuscript. 
 
 
Fig. 27. Patron is kneeling at the foot of the miniature, London, The British Library, Stowe MS 17, fol. 130v. 
 
Throughout the Stowe 17, gold plays an important part. Every page in the 
manuscript’s calendar is portrayed with an illumination. There are sixteen full-page 
illustrations, eleven large initials and numerous smaller initials. The smaller golden initials are 
decorated with blue pen-flourhishes and alternate with blue initials with red pen-flourhishes. 
An example of a historiated initial and four smaller gold and blue initials can be seen in figure 
28. It is visible that the historiated initial, that portrays the head of a man, flows into a 
decorative border illustration in which a rabbit and a monkey with a crown that is playing a 
bagpipe is being presented.183 The amount of gold in this manuscript alludes to the patroness’ 
wealth.  
 
                                                       
181 ‘Detailed record for Stowe 17’, Catalogue of Illuminated Manuscripts, 
<http://prodigi.bl.uk/illcat/record.asp?MSID=8020&CollID=21&NStart=17> (27 September 2014). 
182 ‘Wimple’, A garment of linen or silk formerly worn by women, so folded as to envelop the head, chin, sides 
of the face, and neck: now retained in the dress of nuns. <www.oed.com> (27 September 2014). 
183 ‘London, The British Library, Stowe MS 17’, The British Library MS Viewer, 
<http://www.bl.uk/manuscripts/Viewer.aspx?ref=stowe_ms_17_fs001r> (27 September 2014). 
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Fig. 28. Historiated initials, London, The British Library, Stowe MS 17, fol. 118v. 
 
The manuscript was made in the (then) South of the Netherlands, near Liège.184 The 
Book of Hours consists of a calendar with names scratched out with a red pen, likewise 
signalising the ownership of the manuscript.185 The Hours are mostly written in Latin, but the 
personal prayers at the end of the manuscript and the calendar at the beginning are both 
written in French, which shows the owner of the manuscript rather wrote in French than 
Latin, therefore personalising the manuscript. The texts are written in a Gothic hand.186 The 
size of the manuscript is quite small (9,4 x 7 cm) compared to the Luttrell Psalter (35 x 24,5 
cm).187 While the manuscript is small there are twenty-four historiated borders in the 
calendar, sixteen full-page miniatures in the manuscript, and every page has a marginal 
illustration accompanying either the script or framed miniature.188 These illustrations in the 
margins include grotesques, biblical decorations and bestiary scenes, therefore making it the 
third manuscript that holds bestiary scenes in decorative art only. An example of a bestiary 
scene could be seen on fol. 36r observed in figure 29 where an elephant is shown with a castle 
on its back and an ape riding it.189 
                                                       
184 ‘London, The British Library, Stowe MS 17 (Maastricht Hours)’, The Medieval Bestiary, 
<http://bestiary.ca/manuscripts/manu1579.htm> (22 September 2014). 
185 ‘Detailed record for Stowe 17’, Catalogue of Illuminated Manuscripts, 
<http://prodigi.bl.uk/illcat/record.asp?MSID=8020&CollID=21&NStart=17> (22 September 2014). 
186 Ibid. 
187 Detailed record for Stowe 17’, Catalogue of Illuminated Manuscripts, 
<http://prodigi.bl.uk/illcat/record.asp?MSID=8020&CollID=21&NStart=17> (22 September 2014). 
‘Luttrell Psalter’, Online Gallery, <http://www.bl.uk/onlinegallery/sacredtexts/luttrellpsalter.html> (27 
September 2014). 
188 Ibid. 
189 ‘Elephant’, The Medieval Bestiary <http://bestiary.ca/beasts/beast77.htm> (21 June 2015). 
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Although this scene is likely for humoristic purposes, one such animal also exists in 
another bestiary, the Queen Mary Psalter. The example from that Psalter can be seen in figure 
30. Here the elephant, also located in the margins, is accompanied by four soldiers: three on 
its back in the castle and one at the elephant’s head.190 The Queen Mary Psalter was also 
made for a noble, in this case Queen Isabelle of France (1295 - 1358), Queen of England and 
the wife of Kind Edward II.191 Queen Isabella was not the only royal to possess this 
manuscript. As its name suggests it was owned by Queen Mary Tudor (1516 - 1558). She 
acquired the Psalter from Henry Manners, second earl of Rutland (1526 - 1563) in 1553. She 
rebound the manuscript and inserted her emblems; a portcullis and a fleur-de-lis on the front-
cover clasps and a lion and dragon engraved on the back-cover clasps. Both the front- and the 
back-cover are decorated with an embroidered pomegranate, Mary Tudor’s badge. These 
marks are seen in figures 31 & 32. 
 
 
Fig. 29. Elephant with castle and ape on its back, London, The British Library, Stowe MS 17, fol. 36r. 
 
 
Fig. 30. Elephant with castle and three soldiers on its back, London, The British Library, Royal MS 2 B VII, fol. 
119r. 
                                                       
190 ‘Royal 2 B VII, fol. 119’, 
<http://www.bl.uk/catalogues/illuminatedmanuscripts/ILLUMIN.ASP?Size=mid&IllID=52430> (22 September 
2014). 
191 ‘Detailed record for Royal 2 B VII’, Catalogue of Illuminated Manuscripts, 
<http://www.bl.uk/catalogues/illuminatedmanuscripts/record.asp?MSID=6467> (22 September 2014).  
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Fig. 31. Front binding, London, The British Library, Royal MS 2 B VII. 
Fig. 32. Back binding, London, The British Library, Royal MS 2 B VII. 
 
Français 15213 
Having looked at four bestiaries made for the English nobility, the français 15213 (1325 - 
1350) was made for a French royal. The français 15213 is in addition the only French bestiary 
with a known royal owner that is both a bestiary in decorative and textual form. Charles V, 
King of France (1338 - 1380) and his son Charles VI, King of France (1368 - 1422)192 first 
owned the français 15213. Their connection to the manuscript is recorded in the inventory of 
the Louvre Library in 1380 and 1413.193 The manuscript consists of two works, a French 
translation of Æsops fables, by Alexander Neckam (known as the Novus Aesopus), and a 
copy of Richard de Fournival’s bestiaire d’amour.194  
The manuscript is adorned with ninety-four miniatures and a hundred and thirty-seven 
decorated initials, making it a highly illuminated work.195 The manuscript uses rubrications 
and miniatures to introduce each story. Fol. 1r - 56v portrays the section of Æsops fables. 
While fol. 57r - 96v represent the bestiaire d’amour. Æsops fables are written in a one-
column rhyme scheme, whilst the bestiary is written in two columns. Both texts have an 
introductory full-page illustration. The page introducing the bestiaire d’amour is shown in 
figure 33. The page is decorated in rich colours and gold. In the margin of the illustration 
seven soldiers are shown with their coat of arms. In the first miniature Richard de Fournival is 
                                                       
192 ‘Français 15213’, BnF Archives et manuscrits, 
<http://archivesetmanuscrits.bnf.fr/ead.html?id=FRBNFEAD000078497> (25 March 2015). 
193 Ibid. 
194 Ibid. 
195 Ibid. 
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writing his bestiaire d’amour, in the second miniature (a dedication scene) he is giving his 
work away. Throughout the manuscript, the initials and animal portrayals are likewise 
decorated with gold and bright colours. An example of this can be seen in figure 34. 
 Richard and Jeanne de Montbaston, a libraire couple from Paris, France, made the 
manuscript. According to Richard and Mary Rouse, in their book Manuscripts and their 
makers, Commercial Book Production in Medieval Paris (1200 - 1500),196 Richard de 
Montbaston was a libraire while his wife Jeanne was a libraire as well as an illuminator.197 
Though they were laymen in all respects, the Montbastons, as libraires, were seen as clerics 
in minor orders.198 De Montbastons are most famous for their le Roman de la Rose 
manuscripts.199 Just as le Roman de la Rose Richard de Fournival’s bestiaire d’amour is about 
love, which might explain de Montbaston’s connection with the français 15213. Richard and 
Mary Rouse reveal that de Montbastons were not the best illuminators in Paris in their time, 
but they did have wealthy commissioners, including the French royal family, who had an 
interest in the vernacular romance books.200 Implying that the nobility started to require the 
need of members of the ‘middle classes’ such as de Montbastons to copy and illustrate their 
manuscripts. 
 
 
Fig. 33. Introduciton to Richard de Fournival’s bestiaire d’amour, Paris, Bibliothèque nationale de France, 
français 15213, fol. 57r. 
                                                       
196 R.H. Rouse & M.A. Rouse, Manuscripts and their makers, Commercial Book Producers in Medieval Paris 
(1200-1500), (London: Harvey Miller Publishers, 2000), Vol. 1. 
197 The Rouse’s indicate that it would have been unusual for a woman to have taken an oath to the university of 
Paris in order to become a libraire, for it was only done by men.  
198 R.H. Rouse & M.A. Rouse, Manuscripts and their makers, Commercial Book Producers in Medieval Paris 
(1200-1500), (London: Harvey Miller Publishers, 2000), Vol. 1, p. 237. 
199 Ibid. p. 238.  
200 Ibid. p. 260. 
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Fig. 34. Hedgehog from bestiaire d’amour with apples on its back, Paris, Bibliothèque nationale de France, 
français 15213, fol. 83v. 
 
Comparing four bestiaries made for members of the nobility 
Having examined five bestiaries made for the nobility on their decorations individually; their 
differences and similarities can now be compared. Table 3.2 has put four bestiaries - 
Additional MS 24686, Additional MS 42130, Royal MS 2 B VII, and français 15213 - and 
their attributes side by side. 
Though there are no great differences between the Additoinal MS 24686, Additional 
MS 42130 and Royal MS 2 BVII, there is a difference between them and the français 15213; 
the existence of both the bestiary text and decorations in the français 15213. The original 
bestiaries descended from the Physiologus, the bestiaries in decorative form only, do not 
differ greatly from one another, for they all portray scenes from the bestiary, albeit different 
scenes. 
 
Table 3.2 Comparison of four bestiaries made for members of the nobility. 
Shelf mark Alphonso Psalter 
(Additional MS 
24686) 
Luttrell Psalter 
(Additional MS 
42130) 
Queen Mary 
Psalter (Royal MS 
2 B VII) 
Français 
15213 
Date 1284 - 1316 1325 - 1340 1310 - 1320 1325 - 1350 
Country of origin England England, North. 
Lincolnshire 
England, 
London/Westminster 
or East Anglia 
France 
Signs of ownership Coats of arms / 
mentions in the 
calendar 
Miniature of Sir 
Geoffrey Luttrell 
with wife and 
daughter / mentions 
in the calendar 
Binding with Queen 
Mary Tudor symbols 
(pomegranate)  
Its existence is 
mentioned in 
the inventories 
of the Louvre 
Library 
between 1380 - 
1413. 
Owner Prince Alphonso, 
earl of Chester / 
Sir Geoffrey Luttrell 
of Irnham 
Queen Isabella of 
France (1295 - 
King Charles 
V, King of 
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Princess Elizabeth 
de Bohun 
1358) & Queen 
Mary Tudor (1516 - 
1558)  
France (1338 - 
1380) 
Author n/a (no bestiary 
text) 
n/a (no bestiary text) n/a (no bestiary text) Richard de 
Fournival & 
Aesop 
Language Latin / Anglo-
Norman 
Latin Latin, with French 
image captions 
French 
Size 24.5 x 16.5 cm, 136 
folios 
35 x 24.5 cm, 309 
folios 
27.5 x 17.5 cm, 319 
folios 
19 x 12.5 cm, 
96 folios 
Miniatures Fifteen bestiary 
illustrations in the 
margins (from ff 11r 
- 18v) 
Bestiary illustrations 
in the margins of the 
Psalter 
Bestiary illustrations 
in the margins of the 
Psalter 
AEsops Fables: 
40 vignettes 
Bestiaire 
d’amour: 54 
miniatures 
Colours Blue, red, yellow, 
white, gold, green, 
orange, black, 
brown 
Blue, red, yellow, 
white, gold, green, 
orange, black, 
brown, purple 
Light tinted 
drawings including 
the bestiary images: 
brown, red, green, 
purple, orange 
Bolder miniatures: 
gold, red, blue, 
white, brown, 
yellow 
Gold, red, blue 
white, orange, 
brown, black 
Framed 
miniatures 
Yes, but not the 
bestiary miniatures 
Yes, but not the 
bestiary images 
Yes, but not the 
bestiary images 
Yes 
Line fillers Yes Yes Yes No 
Script Gothic, below top 
line 
Gothic, below top 
line 
Gothic, below top 
line 
Gothic, below 
top line 
 
The table indeed shows that the Alphonso Psalter (Additional MS 24686), the Luttrell 
Psalter (Additional MS 42130), and the Queen Mary Psalter (Royal MS 2 B VII) do not 
portray the texts of the bestiary; they only show the stories in decorative form. All three 
originate from England, are written in Latin and have signs of ownership that are visual in the 
manuscript. Though there are similarities between the three manuscripts, there are also 
differences, such as the quality of the bestiary illustrations. For example, the illustrations in 
the Luttrell Psalter are different in colour and size compared to the ones in the Queen Mary 
Psalter. The bestiary miniatures in the margins of the Luttrell Psalter are just as decorated in 
colour as the miniature of the owner, Geoffrey Luttrell. The bestiary scenes and the 
miniatures of the Psalter scenes in the Queen Mary Psalter are two different styles, as is seen 
in figure 35. Where the miniature depicting the Psalter texts are highly illuminated and 
decorated with gold and bold colours, the bestiary scene in the margin is a striking contrast 
with its brown and soft colours. 
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Fig. 35. The Adoration of the Magi, and a bestiary scene in the margin of four weasels, London, The British 
Library, Royal MS 2 B VII, fol. 112v. 
 
The français 15213 is the manuscript that stands out in most aspects. Its origin lies in 
France, it is written in French, and the bestiary exists in both textual and illustrational form. 
The bestiary text that has been copied is Richard de Fournival’s bestiaire d’amour by de 
Montbastons. Although most of the copyists and artists of the other manuscripts are unknown 
it is relevant to note that a manuscript meant for a King was made by members of the middle 
classes. It suggests that a manuscript made by middle classes for the nobility can be just as 
luxurious and illuminated as one made by royal masters who worked at court. 
 M.R. James, author and medieval scholar, alludes to the reoccurrence of the bestiary in 
the margins of another text.201 He states that most bestiaries in England were produced in the 
twelfth and thirteenth century.202 Thus explaining the absence of the bestiary in textual form 
in our four English bestiary manuscripts described above which were all made in the 
fourteenth century. The bestiaire d’amour was still a novelty compared to the other bestiaries, 
which follow the Physiologus, and might thus explain why the manuscript containing the 
bestiaire d’amour has both the text and decorations of the bestiary. 
 
 
 
                                                       
201 T.H. White, The Bestiary – A Book of Beasts, (New York: Capricorn Books, 1954). 
202 Ibid. p. 234. 
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Comparing two bestiaries made for members of the clergy and nobility 
The differences between the bestiaries made for the nobility do not differ greatly from one 
another. It is vital to compare a bestiary made for the nobility with one made for the clergy to 
understand whether differences between these two classes can be found. Figures 36 and 37 
show two manuscript examples of both classes, and table 3.3 has put their attributes next to 
one another. 
 
Table 3.3. Comparison between two bestiaries made for members of the clergy and nobility 
Shelf mark Sloane MS 278 Luttrell Psalter 
(Additional MS 42130) 
Date 1225 - 1275 1325 - 1340 
Country of origin Northern France of the 
Southern Netherlands 
England, North. 
Lincolnshire 
Signs of ownership No signs Miniature of Sir Geoffrey 
Luttrell with wife and 
daughter / mentions in 
the calendar 
Owner Archbishop George 
Neville of York 
Sir Geoffrey Luttrell of 
Irnham 
Author Hugh of Fouilloy n/a (no bestiary text) 
Language Latin Latin 
Size 26.5 x 18cm, 57 folios 35 x 24.5 cm, 309 folios 
Miniatures 53 miniatures Bestiary illustrations in 
the margins of the Psalter 
Colours Miniatures: yellow, red, 
blue, brown, black, 
orange, white, grey  
Initials: blue, red 
Rubrications 
Blue, red, yellow, white, 
gold, green, orange, 
black, brown, purple 
Framed miniatures Yes Yes, but not the bestiary 
images 
Line fillers Yes Yes 
Script Gothic, below top line Gothic, below top line 
 
As was mentioned above, the height of bestiary’s popularity lies in the thirteenth 
century. The Sloane 278 was made, for the clergy, in the thirteenth century whereas the 
Luttrell Psalter (Additional MS 42130) was made, for the nobility, in the fourteenth century. 
Which explains the absence of the bestiary-texts in the Luttrell Psalter and the bestiary in 
Sloane MS 278 is seen both in illustrational and textual form. 
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Fig. 36. Sloane MS 278.203   Fig. 37. Additional MS 42130.204 
 
Both manuscripts are illuminated, although it is noticeable that the sentences in the clerical 
Sloane MS 278 are less straight than the ones in the Luttrell Psalter. Likewise the bestiary 
scenes in the Luttrell Psalter are just as lavish as the framed miniatures in the manuscript. The 
miniatures in Sloane MS 278 are not as lavish as the ones in the Luttrell Psalter. Showing that 
the Luttrell Psalter was made to show its grandeur, while the Sloane MS 278 was more for 
usage rather than splendour. Likewise, the rubrication of the Sloane MS 278 bestiary titles 
have been inserted after the text and not enough space has been left to fill them, making it 
look less neat as the Luttrell Psalter. The colours used in the two manuscripts are almost 
identical, although the Luttrell Psalter also displays green and gold. The gold is used in the 
initials and border of on every page. The script of the Luttrell Psalter is set farther apart than 
the script in the Sloane MS 278, and the actual size of the Luttrell Psalter is considerably 
larger than the Sloane MS 278 as seen in table 3.3. In all, the Luttrell Psalter is more 
extravagant and refined. Suggesting the bestiary made for the nobility, as oppose to the 
clerical bestiary, was for splendour and not for learning the Christian morals the bestiary 
stories contain. 
As seen in the second part of this chapter the differences between the bestiaries made 
for members of the nobility are slight, only the absence of the Physiologus bestiary text and 
                                                       
203 London, The British Library, Sloane 278, fol. 51r. 
204 London, The British Library, Additional 42130, fol. 84v. 
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the arrival of the bestiaire d’amour differ. The difference between the ‘lavish’ Luttrell Psalter 
and the ‘sober’ clerical bestiary Sloane MS 278 is larger. However, it is possible that the 
difference between them and a bestiary made for a member of the middle classes could be 
even greater. 
 
Decorative features of a bestiary made for a member of the middle classes 
The only known manuscript that was made for a member of the middle classes in the database 
is the MS E. 24 inf. The manuscript, a copy of Pliny the Elder’s Historia naturalis, was made 
for Pasquino Capelli (or Cappelli, 1340 - 1398), a chancellor to Giangaleazzo Visconti, Duke 
of Milan (d. 1402).205 The Duke often sent Capelli on diplomatic missions.206 His missions 
ended in 1385, when Giangaleazzo Visconti drove his uncle Bernabo out and united their 
domains with Giangaleazzo Visconti as the head. Capelli became a counsellor to 
Giangaleazzo Visconti.207 With his other jobs as chancellor, secretary, and advisor, Capelli 
held a powerful position. As his position of secretary suggests, he was a close confident of 
Duke Visconti and was entrusted to handle the duke’s secret affairs. Capelli’s career ended 
abruptly in June 1398 when he was accused of treason, and was executed in the same year.208  
Pasquino Capelli would have been fifty-nine when he acquired the manuscript (MS E. 
24 inf.) in 1389. During this time he was still the secretary of the Duke of Milan and could 
have had the means to pay for an artist like Fra Pietro da Pavia to make this manuscript. Da 
Pavia made this manuscript into a unique piece with narrative images inserted in the onset 
initials and its occupation images, something that had not yet been seen in Pliny’s Historia 
naturalis.209 Capelli was a keen bibliophile who was thought to bring back books from his 
many trips to add to his collection.210 It is suggested, by D.M. Bueno de Mesquita, author of 
                                                       
205 A. Rejaie, ‘Late Medieval Self-Portraiture and Patronage in Pietro da Pavia’s Ambroiana Pliny’, Authorship, 
1.1 (2011), pp. 1-2. 
L. Armstrong, ‘The Illustration of Pliny’s Historia naturalis: Manuscripts before 1430’, Journal of the Warburg 
and Courtauld Institutes, 46 (1983), pp. 19-39.  
206 P. de Caspelli, Dizionario Biografico degli Italiani, 18 (1975). 
<http://www.treccani.it/enciclopedia/pasquino-de-cappelli_(Dizionario-Biografico)/> (8 October 2014). 
207 Ibid. 
208 Ibid. 
209 A. Rejaie, ‘Late Medieval Self-Portraiture and Patronage in Pietro da Pavia’s Ambroiana Pliny’, Authorship. 
1.1 (2011) pp. 1-16. 
P. de Cappelli, Dizionario Biografico degli Italiani, 18 (1975). 
<http://www.treccani.it/enciclopedia/pasquino-de-cappelli_(Dizionario-Biografico)/>. 8 October 2014. 
Capelli’s interest for the humanities can be seen in his extensive library. He had books by Pliny, 
Petrarch, and Boccaccio. These books were situated next to theological, classical and historical books. 
210 P. de Cappelli, Dizionario Biografico degli Italiani, 18 (1975). 
<http://www.treccani.it/enciclopedia/pasquino-de-cappelli_(Dizionario-Biografico)/>. 8 October 2014. 
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Giangalaezzo Visconti, Duke of Milan (1351 - 1402),211 that Capelli used his copyist 
Armandus and illuminator Pietro da Pavia for more manuscripts.212 
According to Lilian Armstrong, Professor of Art Emerita at Wellesley College, in her 
article ‘The Illustration of Pliny’s Historia naturalis: Manuscripts before 1430’ Pietro da Pavia 
illustrated the manuscript in the Augustinian monastery of Saint Pietro in Ciel d’Oro in 
Italy.213 The manuscript’s scribe and illuminator are known today since they both signed the 
manuscript. Armandus signed his name and da Pavia portrayed himself as the painter at the 
beginning of book thirty-five, about the art of painting,214 on fol. 332r.215 Next to his 
portrayal, da Pavia signed the year of the manuscript’s completion as 1389. Armstrong states 
that Pietro da Pavia was one of the first ones to insert narrative images that were specific to 
the text of Historia naturalis in the onset initials of each section of Pliny’s work.216 Next to 
illustrations about the text, da Pavia added images of occupations, such as a farmer working 
his field to the Pliny cycle of images.217 Lilian Amrstrong states that da Pavia might have 
worked on the manuscript using an incomplete prototype,218 and therefore might have had to 
turn to other, ecclesiastical, works to fill the gaps. Thus resulting in images that portray 
occupations.219 
Armstrong’s article includes some examples of the manuscript, seen in figures 38 - 40. 
Figure 38 shows the onset initial S of book XIX with a woman treading linen and thus 
showing an occupation rather than a portrayal about the weather, the subject of book XIX. 
Books VIII to XI deal with zoology. Unfortunately none of these illustrations are shown in 
Armstrong’s article. The closest to a portrayal of an animal is seen in figure 39 where a tree is 
illustrated inside the initial P, and in the lower left corner a grotesque is shown (magnified in 
figure 40). The colours of the manuscript are seen in figure 38. It shows the manuscript’s 
colours are vibrant and plentiful. Armstrong mentions that the manuscript is laid with gold.220 
                                                       
211 D.M. Beuno de Mesquita, Giangleazzo Visconti, Duke of Milan (1351-1402), A Study in the Political Career 
of an Italian Despot, (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1941). 
212 Ibid. 
213 A. Rejaie, ‘Late Medieval Self-Portraiture and Patronage in Pietro da Pavia’s Ambroiana Pliny’, Authorship. 
1.1 (2011), p. 1. 
214 J. Isager, Pliny on Art and Society, (Odense: Odense University Press, 1991), p. 48. 
215 L. Armstrong, ‘The Illustration of Pliny’s Historia naturalis: Manuscripts before 1430’, Journal of the 
Warburg and Courtauld Institute, 46 (1983), p. 27. 
216 Ibid. pp. 26-27. 
217 Ibid. p. 27. 
218 Ibid. p. 27. 
219 Ibid. p. 27. 
220 Ibid. p. 28. 
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It is noticeable, in figure 38, that there is use of rubrications and the script is written in two 
columns. 
 
Fig. 38. Woman making linen thread 
Milan, Biblioteca Ambrosiana, MS E. 24 
inf. Book XIX fol. 193v. 
 
 
Fig. 39. Tree, Milan, Biblioteca 
Ambrosiana, MS E. 24 inf. Book XVI, 
fol. 153v.  
 
 
 
Fig. 40. Magnified fantastical in margin, Milan,  
Biblioteca Ambrosiana, MS E. 24 inf., fol.  
153v. 
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Fig. 41. Milan, Biblioteca Ambrosiana, MS E. 24 inf., fol. 22r. 
 
Comparing three bestiaries made for a member of the clergy, nobility, and middle 
classes 
Three manuscripts made for a member of the clergy, nobility, and middle classes can now be 
compared. Table 3.4 has put these three manuscripts’ characteristics side by side and figures 
42, 43 & 44 show examples of all three manuscripts. 
 
Table 3.4 Comparison of three bestiaries made for members of the clergy, the nobility, and the middle classes. 
Shelf mark Sloane MS 278 Luttrell Psalter 
(Additional MS 42130) 
MS E. 24 inf. 
Date 1225 - 1275 1325  - 1340 1389 
Country of origin Northern France of the 
Southern Netherlands 
England, North. 
Lincolnshire 
Italy 
Signs of ownership No signs Miniature of Sir Geoffrey 
Luttrell with wife and 
daughter / mentions in 
the calendar 
No obvious signs of 
Capelli’s ownership, but 
of its artist Pietro da 
Pavia and its copyist 
Armandus 
Owner Archbishop George 
Neville of York 
Sir Geoffrey Luttrell of 
Irnham 
Pasquino Capelli 
Author Hugh of Fouilloy n/a (no bestiary text) Pliny the Elder 
Language Latin Latin Latin 
Size 26.5 x 18cm, 57 folios 35 x 24.5 cm, 309 folios 39 x 27 cm, 361 folios 
Miniatures 53 miniatures Bestiary illustrations in 
the margins of the Psalter 
Bestiary images in the 
margins and the initials 
Colours Miniatures: yellow, red, 
blue, brown, black, 
orange, white, grey  
Initials: blue, red 
Rubrications 
Gold, blue, red, yellow, 
white, green, orange, 
black, brown, purple 
Gold, red, blue, brown, 
black, orange. 
Rubrications 
Framed miniatures Yes Yes, but not the bestiary 
images 
Yes, historiated initials 
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Line fillers Yes Yes No 
Script Gothic, below top line Gothic, below top line Gothic, below top line 
 
All three were made in a different country and succeeded the other in years, with the 
last one made at the end of the fourteenth century (the MS E. 24 inf.). The first two classes, 
the clergy and nobility, had a handful of bestiary manuscripts with a known first owner, 
whereas the bestiary made for someone of the middle classes only had one bestiary, or 
actually a copy of Pliny’s Historia naturalis (an ancestor of the Physiologus), in the database. 
Which could suggest the bestiary was not as in favour with the middle classes as with the 
clergy or nobility. When looking at the examples from each of the classes, it becomes clear 
that all bestiaries have coloured illustrations. Only the bestiary made for a member of the 
clergy, Sloane MS 278, does not use gold in its illustrations. The MS E. 24 inf. is the largest 
of the three, but it houses all thirty-seven books of Pliny’s Historia naturalis, and only books 
VIII - XI cover zoology.  
 
 
Fig. 42. Sloane MS 278221            Fig. 43. Additional MS 42130222        Fig. 44. MS E. 24 inf.223 
  
As is shown, the bestiaries made for members of the nobility had moved to the borders 
of the text instead of between the text as is shown in the bestiaries made for members of the 
clergy. The only bestiary with a first known owner who was a member of the middle classes, 
the MS E. 24 inf. shows that the only illustrations are set in onset initials and border, and not 
                                                       
221 London, The British Library, Sloane 278, fol. 51r. 
222 London, The British Library, Additional 42130, fol. 84v. 
223 Milan, Biblioteca Ambrosiana, E. 24 inf., fol. 22r. 
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in miniatures that divide the text. The text being Pliny the Elder’s Historia naturalis suggests 
that when members of the middle classes could afford a bestiary they chose one that was an 
ancestor to the original Physiologus implying the end of the fully illustrated bestiary with 
Christian morals. The bestiaire d’amour, relying on courtly love morals, survived until the 
fourteenth century in full form. It has been stated that most bestiaries were made during the 
twelfth and thirteenth century, which is visible in the database. For if a bestiary returned in 
manuscripts made for members of the nobility it was in illustrational form. 
Another dissimilarity is the amount of decoration being least in the Sloane 278, then 
the other two manuscripts, for it was made for usage rather than splendour. The only 
miniatures in the Sloane MS 278 are the framed ones between texts, whereas in the Additional 
MS 42130 and MS E. 24 inf. also extend to the borders of the pages. Thus suggesting, that for 
this member of the clergy, the bestiary illustrations had an educational role, to help the reader 
understand the text, instead of an ornamental one. The lines of the framed miniatures of the 
Sloane MS 278 are likewise less straight and the animal depictions are less detailed, when 
compared to the other two manuscripts. Hence aiding the idea of this bestiary made for a 
member of the clergy being more for usage rather than splendour. The Additional MS 42130 
(Luttrell Psalter) is adorned with plentiful illustrations throughout the Psalter. Its paintings are 
not only of beasts and grotesques but they also portray ordinary life, history, and jokes, 
something the Sloane MS 278 does not portray. The MS E. 24 inf. does show scenes of 
ordinary life in its onset initials. Suggesting the need for illustrations that do not only portray 
the stories and text of the manuscript, but also the need for decoration unrelated to the text. 
The minimal use of border decoration in the Sloane 278 likewise aids to the manuscript being 
made for usage.  
The Luttrell Psalter (Additional MS 42130) and the MS E. 24 inf. both have signs of 
provenance, while the Sloane 278 does not. The first owner of the Luttrell Psalter (Additional 
MS 42130) is illustrated in the manuscript as a knight riding a horse, and the scribe (via a 
signatures) and illustrator (via a portrait of himself in an onset initial) of the MS E. 24 inf. 
have both signed the manuscripts. It suggests that the member of the nobility, Sir Geoffrey 
Luttrell wanted to show his Psalter and aid his entrance to heaven by having a copy of a 
personal secular text. When looking at other bestiary manuscripts made for the nobility it 
becomes clear they wanted to be associated with their manuscript and are thus portrayed via 
miniatures, coat of arms, or calendars. Concluding they wanted to have their manuscripts 
personalised for their personal usage. Likewise the MS E. 24 inf. has forms of personalisation, 
not the owner’s but the scribe and artists’, which might suggest the artists of the middle 
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classes wanted to sign their work so others could find them if they wanted to hire their skills. 
The same is seen in the portraits of the libriaire couple de Montbastons in a copy of the le 
Roman de la Rose.224 Suggesting the artists of the middle classes wanted to advertise 
themselves in their work. 
Of the three manuscripts, the MS E. 24 inf. has the densest text running in two 
columns, while in the other two manuscripts the text is set in one column. The Sloane MS 278 
comes second with the letter set wider apart, but the Additional MS 42130 (Luttrell Psalter) 
has the most room in between letters. Adding to this the large size of the Luttrell Psalter 
makes it the most lavish of the three manuscripts. Which in return aids the idea of the 
manuscripts made for a member of the nobility being more decorated than the others for their 
owners are wealthier and can afford more decorations than the other two. Where a member of 
the clergy would want to use a manuscript rather than look at it, and a member of the middle 
classes might have less money to spend, the manuscript belonging to a member of the nobility 
would hold more decorations, to show its grandeur, than the other two. 
While the bestiary texts do not differ greatly between authors of a certain class, the 
decorations applied to bestiary manuscripts from different classes do. As is seen, the 
decorations in a bestiary made for a member of the clergy is minimal compared to the 
decorations in a bestiary made for a member of the nobility. The bestiary manuscript made for 
a member of the middle classes (MS E. 24 inf.) sits in between the two classes, for it is not as 
decorated as the Additional MS 42130 (Luttrell Psalter) but still more decorative than the 
Sloane MS 278. Both the Luttrell Psalter and the MS E. 24 inf. show sings of provenance, 
suggesting the need for recognition. The content of the bestiary is also of importance, for it 
shows the manuscript made for a member of the nobility does not include the bestiary text. 
Only some bestiary scenes are shown in the decorations in the margins. The bestiary is, in this 
manuscript, a form of entertainment in between other texts. The bestiary made for a member 
of the middle classes does not include a bestiary that comes from the Physiologus but is an 
ancestor to said work: Pliny’s Historia naturalis. Only the bestiary made for a member of the 
clergy has the full text and decoration of a bestiary, which suggests a reduction of interest in 
the Christian moral stories of the bestiary by these two members of the nobility and the 
middle classes. In short, the three bestiary examples from the three different classes differ in 
content and decorations. The Sloane MS 278 was made more for usage than splendour, while 
                                                       
224 Bibliothèque nationale de France, français 25526, folio 77, 
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the Luttrell Psalter was made more for splendour than usage, and the MS E. 24 inf. was made 
for usage and splendour. 
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CONCLUSION 
 
As seen in the previous chapter, the bestiaries examples from the three different classes - 
clergy, nobility (which included royalty and the nobility), and middle classes (merchants and 
artisans) - differ both in content and decorations, but the bestiary authors from the three 
different classes, shown in chapter two, do not. The introduction stated that this thesis 
statement would declare that medieval bestiaries have changed textually and decoratively in 
accordance to the class of their creators and owners. This has hold true to the decorations of 
the bestiary, but not to the bestiary-texts written by authors of the three classes. 
 In order to realize the value of animals in the medieval period, chapter one gave a 
short introduction to the bestiary and its history. It stated that the bestiary was a book about 
the moralization of animals with the Physiologus being its ancestor. According to Jan M. 
Ziolkowski, animals were used because they could both have a literal and a figurative 
meaning.225 Animals were used in medieval literature to mimic humans. Since animals could 
be used figuratively and literally they were used to portray the morals rather than their human 
counterparts. The morals the animals had to portray were Christian, but since the Physiologus 
was made up from Egyptian, Hebrew and Indian legends and folklore it is to be suspected that 
the Christianisation of the morals was added later. Michael J. Curley mentioned that the 
Physiologus was popular for its illustrations accompanying the text.226 The illustrations made 
it easier to understand the text and thus the Christian morals. Chapter one also revealed the 
different divisions of the Latin and French bestiaries. The Latin bestiaries were divided into 
families. These families were coined and categorised by M.R. James227, seen in table 1.1. The 
French bestiaries were divided according to their authors. The three authors were: Philippe de 
Thaon who wrote his Anglo-Norman versed bestiaire in the early twelfth century; the 
Norman clerk Guillaume le Clerc who wrote his work around 1210; and lastly Pierre de 
Beauvais wrote his bestiaire in a French Picard dialect before 1218. Table 1.2 showed more 
details about these three authors. 
 After the introductory chapter, chapter two initiated the investigation into the textual 
differences between the three classes and their bestiaries. It separated the bestiaries into three 
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classes: the clergy, nobility and middle classes. Chapter two showed that in the twelfth 
century only three percent of the population were able to read, but this grew to fifteen percent 
in the fifteenth century. The three percent in the twelfth century consisted mostly of members 
of the clergy and some of the nobility. The clergy were the largest manufacturers of 
manuscripts. They first only produced manuscripts for themselves in the tenth century, but 
came to produce more than they needed in the fifteenth century, suggesting they sold their 
extra manuscripts. The clergy were likewise the first owners of the bestiary. Some clerical 
institutions held over six bestiaries, such as the Abbey of St. Augustine in Canterbury. As the 
literacy percentage rose, so did the need for bestiaries by non-clerical members. The nobility 
often put their bestiary beside other devotional texts or used the bestiary scenes as decoration 
in the borders of these texts. Similarly to the nobility, the well to do middle classes wanted 
their own personal secular texts, including the bestiary. 
 There was more than one bestiary the clergy, nobility and middle classes could choose 
from. The bestiary authors were also split into the three classes: authors who were members 
of the clergy, authors who wrote for the nobility and authors who wrote for the middle 
classes. There were three clerical bestiary authors researched. These were Hugh of Fouilloy, 
Isidore de Seville, and Gervaise. Of the three, Hugh of Fouilloy, the author that held most 
bestiaries in the database to its name, was to be compared to Philippe de Thaon, the author 
who wrote for the nobility, and Richard de Fournival, who wrote for the middle classes. Table 
2.7, seen again below, showed the differences and similarities between these three classes.  
 
Table 2.7 Textual differences between bestiary authors of all three classes. 
Bestiary author Hugh of Fouilloy Philippe de Thaon Richard de Fournival 
Class Clergy Author/poet for the nobility Clergy poet 
Language Latin Anglo-Norman French French 
Content De avibus (of birds) Bestiaire Bestiaire d’amour 
Century of 
publication 
Twelfth century Twelfth century Thirteenth century 
Texts they used Bible, Physiologus, 
Isidore de Seville, 
Hrebanus Mauris, 
St. Ambrose 
Latin B-Is version (First Family): 
Physiologus, Isidore de Seville 
Pierre de Beauvais, Ovid’s 
poems and the 
Metamorphesis 
Verse/prose Prose Verse Verse 
Morals in text Christian morals Christian morals Courtly love morals 
Number of 
chapters 
60 chapters 38 chapters, 3194 rhymed lines 43 chapters 
 
As seen, they all used other texts to form their own bestiaries. For example, Hugh of 
Fouilloy used another clerical author, Isidore de Seville, to make up his de avibus. Even 
though the three authors wrote for a different audience, there are similarities, such as the 
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morals. In both Hugh of Fouilloy and Philippe de Thaon’s bestiary the morals were Christian. 
In fact, most bestiaries hold Christian morals. Only Richard de Fournival’s bestiary does not 
conform to the Christianisation of morals. He used courtly love morals to win the heart of a 
woman. Chapter two shows that the woman did not return his love and replied with her own 
bestiary, refuting de Fournival’s love morals.  
Philippe de Thaon and Richard de Fournival have some aspects in common as well. 
They both wrote in the vernacular French and in verse. Writing in the vernacular meant that 
more people were able to read it. Philippe de Thaon wrote his bestiaire for Queen Adeliza of 
Louvaine, the second Queen of King Henry I, in the twelfth century, when the literacy level 
was at three percent. A century later, when Richard de Fournival wrote his bestiaire d’amour 
the percentage had risen to five percent, which would explain his French bestiaire. Not only 
members of the middle classes would own a bestiaire d’amour, for King Charles V of France 
owned a copy, français 15213, made by a libraire couple de Montbastons, members of the 
middle classes. 
 In short, there are textual differences between the bestiaries made by the clergy, for the 
nobility and for the middle classes, but they are smaller than first assumed. The bestiaries 
authors researched who wrote for the nobility and middle classes are both in verse, while the 
researched clerical bestiary-authors wrote in prose. The second largest difference is between 
the clerical and nobility authors to Richard de Fournival, someone whose work is mostly 
found with members of the middle classes. While Hugh of Fouilloy and Pilippe de Thaon 
wrote about Christian morals, de Fournival wrote about courtly love morals. With the change 
in morals the contents changed as well. Thus, differences can be found, but are fewer than 
expected, for the bestiaries that contain Christian morals do not differ greatly in content. 
As the differences between the researched three bestiary-authors and their textual 
changes according to their class have been explained, the decorative changes were touched 
upon in chapter three. Here, the original owner of the bestiary was central to the research, 
more than in chapter two. Again, bestiaries owned by members of the clergy were the first to 
be studied. Nineteen bestiaries in the database had a known first owner, eleven of these were 
originally owned by members of the clergy. Of these eleven manuscripts, the Royal MS 10 A 
VII, Sloane MS 278 and the Royal MS 12 F XIII were explored. There were gradations 
between these manuscripts. From the least decorated Royal MS 10 A VII, with its animal 
decorations painted in the same brown as the text, to the illuminated Royal MS 12 F XIII 
where even the initials were highlighted with burnished gold. The Sloane MS 278 was used as 
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a medium to be compared to manuscript examples from the nobility and middle classes, since 
it was a mix between the Royal MS 10 A VII and the Royal MS 12 F XIII. 
The bestiaries made for the nobility showed a significant change in the bestiary’s 
appearance, for the text of the bestiary was omitted and only the decorative scenes of the 
bestiary were depicted in the margins of other texts. Seven bestiaries in the database had a 
noble as its first owner. This included the Maastricht Hours (Stowe MS 17), the Luttrell 
Psalter (Additonal MS 42130), Alphonso Psalter (Additional MS 24686) and the français 
152130. Besides the concept of the bestiaries returning to the margins of a manuscript, these 
manuscripts visualised the second and fourth way (through content and signs of heraldry) of 
finding an initial owner of a manuscript coined by Ron Baxter.228 Of these seven manuscripts, 
only the français 152130 holds both text and decorative aids to its bestiaire d’amour. Though 
the biggest difference was the exclusion of the bestiary-text in four of the five researched 
bestiaries, which had a member of the nobility as their first owner, the second was the actual 
portrayal of the beasts. Where the français 152130 has both the bestiary-text and decorations 
the other three manuscripts only have the decorations, and they are not entire bestiaries, only 
parts. For example the Alphonso Psalter (Additional MS 24686) only portrays beasts from the 
bestiary in fol.11r - 18v. In the Luttrell Psalter (Additional MS 42130) the bestiary scenes 
were shown alongside scenes of ordinary life. However, in these two manuscripts the bestiary 
illustrations always had the same colours and artistic skill as the Psalter images. Only the 
Queen Mary Psalter’s (Royal MS 2 B VII) bestiary scenes are by a different artist and colours 
as the Psalter illuminations. The bestiary scenes were illustrated in brown and soft colours, 
whereas the Psalter illustrations were highly illuminated with bright colours and burnished 
gold. This suggests that the bestiary scenes were added later in the Royal MS 2 B VII. The 
Luttrell Psalter was used as a medium of the seven manuscripts made for the nobility to be 
compared to the manuscripts made for members of the clergy and middle classes. 
A comparison between the Sloane MS 278, made for a member of the clergy, and the 
Luttrell Psalter (Additional MS 42130), made for a member of the nobility, was made. Table 
3.3 showed the distinctions. The largest difference was again, the fact that the bestiary in the 
Luttrell Psalter was in images only, whereas the Sloane MS 278 consisted of a visual and 
decorative bestiary. The Luttrell Psalter was also larger in size, more generous in colour, gold, 
and more precise than the Sloane MS 278. While the Sloane MS 278 was more for usage, the 
decorations in Luttrell Psalter indicate that the manuscript was more for splendour than usage.  
                                                       
228 R. Baxter, Bestiaries and their users in the Middle Ages, (London: Sutton Publishing, 1998), p. 152. 
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 The MS E. 24 inf., made for a member of the middle classes, was the last bestiary 
manuscript to be researched. The manuscript is a copy of Pliny the Elder’s Historia naturalis, 
made for Pasquino Capelli, a chancellor to the Duke of Milan in the fourteenth century. The 
images in Lilian Armstrong’s article reveal that the manuscript was richly illuminated with 
floral borders and illustrated onset initials.229 These portrayals include scenes of ordinary life, 
such as in the Luttrell Psalter (Additional MS 42130), in the onset initials. 
 Having examples from three bestiary examples made for members of the clergy, 
nobility, and middle classes allowed for an extensive comparison. The three manuscripts were 
compared in table 3.4, seen below. 
 
Table 3.4 Comparison of three bestiaries made for members of the clergy, nobility, and middle classes. 
Shelf mark Sloane MS 278 Luttrell Psalter 
(Additional MS 42130) 
MS E. 24 inf. 
Date 1225 - 1275 1325 - 1340 1389 
Country of origin Northern France of the 
Southern Netherlands 
England, North. 
Lincolnshire 
Italy 
Signs of ownership No signs Miniature of Sir Geoffrey 
Luttrell with wife and 
daughter / mentions in 
the calendar 
No obvious signs of 
Capelli’s ownership, but 
of its artist Pietro da 
Pavia and its copyist 
Armandus 
Owner Archbishop George 
Neville of York 
Sir Geoffrey Luttrell of 
Irnham 
Pasquino Capelli 
Author Hugh of Fouilloy n/a (no bestiary text) Pliny the Elder 
Language Latin Latin Latin 
Size 26.5 x 18cm, 57 folios 35 x 24.5 cm, 309 folios 39 x 27 cm, 361 folios 
Miniatures 53 miniatures Bestiary illustrations in 
the margins of the Psalter 
Bestiary images in the 
margins and the initials 
Colours Miniatures: yellow, red, 
blue, brown, black, 
orange, white, grey  
Initials: blue, red 
Rubrications 
Gold, blue, red, yellow, 
white, green, orange, 
black, brown, purple 
Gold, red, blue, brown, 
black, orange. 
Rubrications 
Framed miniatures Yes Yes, but not the bestiary 
images 
Yes, historiated initials 
Line fillers Yes Yes No 
Script Gothic, below top line Gothic, below top line Gothic, below top line 
 
All three bestiaries were written in Latin and had portrayals of beasts. They were made 
in three different countries and only the Luttrell Psalter had an obvious sign of ownership. As 
chapter three was to decipher the decorative differences between these three bestiaries, figures 
45, 46, and 47 again show single pages of the three manuscripts. The Sloane MS 278 is the 
least detailed and carefully illustrated of the three. The Luttrell Psalter is the most detailed and 
                                                       
229 L. Armstrong, ‘The Illustration of Pliny’s Historia naturalis: Manuscripts before 1430’, Journal of the 
Warburg and Courtauld Institutes, 46 (1983). 
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uniform in having the bestiary scenes illustrated in the same colour and style as the rest of the 
border. The MS E. 24 inf. is the largest and textually compact of the three manuscripts for the 
text is set in two columns instead of one. In all, there are visual differences between the three 
members of the different classes when looking at the decorations of the bestiary, with the 
bestiary scenes moving to the margins in the nobility manuscripts being the most obvious one.  
 
 
Fig. 45. Sloane MS 278230           Fig. 46. Additional MS 42130231        Fig. 47. MS E. 24 inf.232 
 
When comparing these decorative findings with the textual findings it becomes 
apparent that the bestiaries are indeed different between classes, but they are more different in 
decorations than in text. The clergy saw the bestiaries as educational texts and used them to 
teach others how to live by Christian morals. This is seen in the amount of clerical bestiary 
authors and their manuscripts. There are both highly illuminated and less illustrated clerical 
bestiary manuscripts, which show the ranks in the clerical society. 
The author who wrote his bestiary for the nobility, Philippe de Thaon, wanted to 
entertain his reader as well as educate, seen in his versed bestiaire. His was the only bestiary 
made for members of the nobility who had both the text and decorations of a bestiary in the 
database, the others were only seen in the decorations. This suggests the loss of the 
educational role of the bestiary and enhancing its entertainment value. 
                                                       
230 London, The British Library, Sloane 278, fol. 51r. 
231 London, The British Library, Additional 42130, fol. 84v. 
232 Milan, Biblioteca Ambrosisna, E. 24 inf., fol. 22r. 
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The authors Richard de Fournival and Jacob van Maerlant, who wrote for members of 
the middle classes, brought the bestiary back to its textual as well as decorative form. Where 
Jacob van Maerlant stayed true to the Christian morals, de Fournival went further and 
changed to courtly love morals. De Fournival wanted images to accompany his writings seen 
in français 15213, the only bestiary made for a member of the nobility with bestiary-texts and 
decorations. The only bestiary manuscript in the database to have had a first owner belonging 
to middle classes is the MS E. 24 inf., which consists of a copy of Pliny the Elder’s Historia 
naturalis, an ancestor of the Physiologus (the predecessor of the bestiary). It was written at 
the end of the fourteenth century, which might suggest the bestiary, as discussed during this 
thesis with the Physiolgous as model, was becoming redundant at the end of this century and 
the beginning of the next. 
 
In conclusion, the thesis statement of stating the bestiary changed in accordance to 
their author and socioeconomic class holds true, but the differences are fewer than 
anticipated. The bestiaries authors do not differ greatly between one another, and therefore 
between classes. The greatest difference being the change from prose to verse, by the authors 
who wrote for members of the nobility and middle classes, and the change from Christian 
morals to courtly love morals by Richard de Fournival. The decorations of the bestiary on the 
other hand do differ between the three classes. The manuscript owned by a member of the 
clergy was made for usage rather than splendour, and the manuscript made for a member of 
the nobility was more made for splendour than usage, and the manuscript made for a member 
of the middle classes was made to educate as well as entertain. The Luttrell Psalter 
(Additional 42130) and other manuscripts made for members of the nobility only show some 
scenes of the bestiary in the margins of other texts, suggesting the end of the bestiary in 
textual and decorative form. The MS E. 24 inf., owned by a member of the middle classes, 
confirms this, for this manuscript is a copy of Pliny the Elder’s Historia naturalis and 
ancestor to the Physiologus.  
While more research is needed to fully grasp the reason for these differences, this 
thesis has contributed to the debate by drawing parallels between bestiaries that had not been 
compared in this way before. The attempt was to understand the differences, and to this end 
the thesis has shown that there are in fact variations in bestiaries in accordance to the author 
and owner’s socioeconomic class. 
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GLOSSARY 
 
AVIARIUM / DE AVIBUS: A book about the moralisation of birds, written by Hugh of  
Fouilloy. 
BESTIARY: A treatise on beasts, moralising Christian values written during the medieval  
period. 
BOOK OF HOURS: Book of Prayer which includes the Office of the Virgin, penitential 
Psalms and gradual Psalms, the Office of the dead and personal prayers. 
EX-LIBRIS: an inscription, entered at the front of a book that records to whom the book  
belonged. 
EXEMPLAR: An existing book from which a copy is made. 
DICTA CHRYSOSTOMI: A book written by John Chrysostom. He was erroneously thought to  
be the author of the Physiologus. 
FLYLEAF: A leaf at the front between the bindings or at the back of a book/manuscript. They  
protected the text; and could have marks of provenance. 
FOLIO: A leaf of parchment or paper. 
 RECTO: The front of a leaf 
 VERSO: The back of a leaf 
GRIFFIN: A mythical creature with the body of a lion and wings and head of an eagle. 
GROTESQUE: a painting or sculpture with representations of human and animal forms. 
HISTORIATED INITIAL: Initials that include human figures and scenes. 
ILLUMINATOR: Artist who applied decoration, including gold to a manuscript. 
LAPIDARY: A treatise on (precious) stones. 
LIBRAIRE: A libraire was a combination of a book-contractor and bookseller.  
PANTHEOLOGUS: The entire body of theology together.  
PEN-FLOURISHED INITIAL: An initial that is adorned with decorative pen strokes those  
extend down the margin of the page. Were popular in manuscripts made in the Gothic period. 
PHYSIOLOGUS: A book about animals portraying 
PROVENANCE: The history of ownership of a book. 
PSALTER: Personal prayer book, including a Book of Psalms. 
PUZZLE INITIAL: Puzzle initials: initials coloured red and blue with a jagged swril-like  
white line separating the two colours.  
RUBRICATION: The process of providing a manuscript with titles written in red. 
TAXONOMY: The systematic classification of living organisms.  
VELLUM: Animal skin, that was prepared as a writing medium. 
WRITTEN ABOVE TOP LINE: The first line of text is written above the ruling line. Before  
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and during the thirteenth century.  
WRITTEN BELOW TOP LINE: The first line of text is written below the ruling line. During  
and after thirteenth century.  
ZOOMORPHIC: Representing or imitating animal forms, as in decorative art of symbolism. 
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